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Executive Summary

Firms within the same industry can be divided into groups based on their strategic decisions and position. The objective of this thesis is to study the effects structural changes in these strategic groups in an industry has on overall firm performance.

To identify these changes, and examine their effect on firms we have conducted an explorative multiple case study of two strategic groups in the European airline industry. Two main strategic groups have characterized the European airline industry in the last decade. These are the groups of full service carriers (FSCs) and low cost carriers (LCCs). Data have been collected from sources including articles, annual reports, and industry reports. Findings have been compared to existing literature on strategic groups and previous research on the industry.

The analysis uncovers significant performance differences between the two strategic groups. Although the industry has seen little to no profitability in the last decade overall, the trend has shown a clear advantage to LCCs, with a strong growth in market share and higher profitability. Furthermore, strategic changes in form of a decreasing difference between the two groups have been discovered, in services and airfares, as well as internal differences such as cost reductions and efforts to increase efficiency. Based on findings the thesis recommends increased consolidation among airlines, to increase general profitability, and as short to medium-haul air travel are becoming closer to being a commodity, further cost reductions are necessary for FSCs to keep market share.
1 Introduction

Since the 1990s, the European airline industry has been subject to significant structural change, which has increasingly affected the behaviour and performance of firms. The industry has historically been highly regulated. However, with the liberalization of the air transport market in the 90s and the creation of The European Single Market in 2001, it have triggered the creation of new airlines. These changes gradually resulted in a new major business model for the traditional full service carriers (FSCs): The low cost model. Utilizing the deregulation and operating with a cost leadership strategy (Porter 1980). The new business model offer lower fares and point-to-point flying, creating a whole new market of price sensitive travellers. This is today known as low-cost carriers (LCCs).

2 Research Issues

The fierce competition has resulted in poor performance among European airlines in the last decade, and FSCs in particular. The shift from being market leaders to being outperformed by more efficient competitors has shifted the power balance in the European airline industry, and the low cost carriers (LCCs) now dominates over 40% of the capacity. As a result, FSCs are focusing on lowering unit cost to strengthen their competitiveness, while LCCs are adding more features and services to their product to capture more demanding passengers like the profitable business market. The difference between these two strategic groups then, seem to become smaller, and the previous clear lines are becoming blurry. This thesis will analyse the drivers behind this structural change. By looking at performance indicators for firms operating in the two strategic groups and discussing the differences and changes we aim to predict how this trend will continue in the coming 10-15 years.

Additionally, new entrants from Arabian Peninsula have also presented themselves as a viable threat for the European FSCs, utilizing their location and taking an increasing part of the long-haul market between Asia, Europe and the US. The low profits among European FSCs have led to some consolidation,
driven by the economies of scale associated with the industry. Actors have been forced to take drastic measures to survive, and in the last five years, Europe has lost 73 scheduled airlines (Grant 2015). However, there has been no major M&As in the same period, while regions such as the US have experienced several large mergers, resulting in a significantly higher market concentration. The US airlines have also enjoyed higher profits in the same period.

2.1 Research statement
Based on the discussion assessment above, this thesis will concentrate on examining and explaining how and why the European airline industry has become as we see it today. We will aim to present how and why the European airline industry structure has changed in recent years, and how these structural changes have and will continue to affect the industry.

2.2 Research question
Based on the issues discussed above, we have formulated the following research question:

*How do structural changes in the airline industry affect the dynamics of strategic groups?*

2.3 Research objectives
To answer this question, we have identified five steps referred to as research objectives. These steps are listed below:

- Develop and gain a thorough understanding of the airline industry in general with special focus on Europe.
- Review earlier research on strategic groups in the airline industry.
- Identify the most appropriate method of categorizing European airlines in various strategic groups and identify these groups.
- Analyse the changes in strategic group structure over the determined period, and identify the drivers for this change.
- Find how these structural changes have and will continue to affect performance in the industry.
To be able to answer the research question, we first need to develop a comprehensive understanding of the industry, the dynamics of the industry and the actors operating within this industry. This includes reviewing literature on the industry, reports from airlines to get the key figures and reports from third parties such as industry organizations and consulting companies to get an insight to industry trends and focus areas. To understand the more informal trends and development and relevant news articles will also be included.

Continuing, a more focused literature review on the strategic groups in the airline industry will be conducted. This will help us identify the most frequently used methods of categorizing firms in strategic groups. This is important given that it could be conducted through different methods depending on the purpose of analysis, and that the definition of strategic groups varies. In this section, we aim to find the method of categorizing firms in strategic groups that best serves our research question.

After establishing a deep understanding of the airline industry and strategic groups in the industry, we will analyse the changes in strategic group structure. This will be done within the given boundaries set, to best give a foundation to answer the research question.

2.4 Thesis justification
The increased globalization can be attributed to new technologies and enhanced goods and services, like the air transportation market in Europe. The liberalization has been crucial for the increased welfare and global connectivity, both nationwide and for the European development. In regards of the aforementioned, the paper will add value in three ways.

Firstly, we will examine with a comprehensive case analysis of the European airline industry. There have been some research connecting strategic groups and the airline industry with Kling and Smith (1995), Peteraf (1993), Smith et al. (1997), Boyd (2004) and more. However, these contributions have either been too theoretically or used the airline industry as a mean and not as an end. It has therefore been less focus on the European airline industry. We will add value by connecting strategic groups and the European airline industry, and examine snapshots with the five forces model of the industry the last 15 years. By the theoretical anchoring the thesis in strategic groups and the five forces model it
will give a better understanding of the European airline industry, and its evolution and trends. This will further allow us to analyse the key drivers of these changes and developments, and put it in context of the European airline industry today.

Secondly, building on the aforementioned and with case analysis it will further provide value in terms of examining the trends and suggest possible solutions to the challenges that lies ahead. We believe that this type of analysis is useful as it offers an objective and neutral understanding of the airline industry.

Lastly, the remainder of this paper will discuss and analyse the research questions. This will be done in accordance and in relevance of the literature review as well as the application of the research method. The main body of the literature review consists of strategic groups as well as Porter’s five competitive forces. The research methodology discusses the methodology itself and supports the discussion around the research questions. This section also provides limitations and implications as well as a future outlook of the European airline industry.
3 Literature review

3.1 Introduction

In this part of the thesis we will examine the relevant theory concerning strategic groups. The first paragraphs will discuss and define the term “strategic groups” in regards to the traditional definition and the stream of perceptual strategic groups. We will then move over to the creation of strategic groups and their interaction and positioning relative to other strategic groups. Thereafter we will discuss the different methodologies conducted in order to identify strategic groups. Lastly, we will give a comment of why strategic groups are important. This literature review and presentation of the theoretical framework is crucial in order for the reader to understand the structure of the two strategic groups and how it is applied in the thesis. The two strategic groups analysed in our thesis are the strategic groups of European low-cost carriers (LCCs) and European full services carriers (FSCs).

3.2 Definition

There are several definitions of strategic groups, but little unification of which the right one is. Our definition of strategic group is based on Hunt (1972) and Porter (1980) who defines strategic groups as “businesses who follows the same or similar strategy can be grouped together in finer grouping”. This definition emerged from Hunt’s and Porter’s research. Hunt identified that firms in the white goods industry adopted different strategies in order to achieve their goals, demonstrating that strategic groups were based on their strategic behaviour (Hunt 1972). As Hunt focused upon the homogeneity of operations within similar businesses and strategic differences between competitors, Newman (1978) on the other hand examined the activities done by firms outside of the industry, as well as identifying the relationship between industries. Newman (1978) argue that firms who are running the same type of business, as a function of their business strategy belongs to the same strategic groups, while others who have different principal business in the same industry belongs to another group (McGee and Thomas 1984). Michael Porter (1980, 129) follows a similar pattern like Hunt (1972). Porter believes that an industry can be viewed as a constitution of clusters of firms with similar strategies (Porter 1979b). Porter (1980, 129) defines a
strategic group as firms who follows the same or similar strategies in terms of pre-specified strategic dimensions, in which he argues: “An industry could have only one strategic group if all the firms followed essentially the same strategy”. The perspective of strategic groups can be applied the automotive industry, where Ferrari and Lamborghini are in the same strategic group as they have apply roughly the same business strategy – making super cars. On the contrary, Toyota and Volkswagen belongs to the same strategic group as they aim to produce reasonably priced cars for the majority of the market.

**Context and background of strategic groups**

Strategic group has its roots from the field of Industrial Organization (IO). The main theories of IO argue that market structure has an impact on firm performance, hence the return and profit of the firms (Mason 1939; Barney and Ouchi 1986). These structures include the likes of product differentiation, entry and exit barrier, market concentration, economies of scale and similar (Caves and Porter 1977; Bain 1956, 1954). Their assumption is that all firms in the industry seek to maximize their profit and have the same market structure constraint. (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988). Moreover, Porter (1979b) in his earlier research suggested that all firms are the same in all relevant economic dimensions except of their size neglecting the firm’s conduct.

However, in recent time the focus has been pulled towards a firm’s conduct and their strategic choices, and how these affect the firm performance. This is known as the “Behaviourist” paradigm (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988). This created a stronger link between the traditional industrial organization concepts and the discipline of strategic management (Porter 1981). The result has been increased focus on firms’ conduct and how it interacts with the market structure.

With the conduct and strategic choices within an industry having become more prominent, it also became crucial to define the boundaries of the industry. Two criteria have emerged to define these boundaries, namely the *market criterion* and the *technological criterion*. Caves (1967) defines the market criterion as to those products within an industry that are perceived as similar or close substitutes. The technology criterion as described by Andrews (1951) emphasizes the similarity in the production processes (McGee and Thomas 1984; Thomas and
Venkatraman 1988). Although, these two criteria contributes, they still do not specify where an industry begins and where it ends, as many large firms produces a wide range of products/services in a number of different industries (McGee and Thomas 1986). As a consequence of the ambiguity in regards of the industry boundaries, the introduction of finer grouping took place, which were based on the criteria they are observed upon. This is now generally known as strategic groups (McGee and Thomas 1986; Thomas and Venkatraman 1988; Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988; Porter 1980).

**Porter’s foundation of strategic groups**

The previous paragraph has discussed different definitions of strategic groups in the light of firms business strategy and managers mental models and perception, being the key determinants. In this paragraph we will examine more thoroughly Porter’s ideas and concepts of strategic groups.

In Porter’s (1979b) earlier research he suggested that the market interdependence, strategic distance among strategic groups, and the size and number distribution are the major determinants of defining strategic groups. This can also be traced back to Porter’s doctoral dissertation (1973) in which he classified strategic groups based on firms size in the consumer goods industry. He divided these strategic groups in two categories, namely industry leaders and industry followers. Porter (1979b) argued composition/configuration of strategic groups would be different from a strategic group to another. However, the leader group should include the strategic groups that are defined by potential strategies of economies of scale, vertical integration, captive distribution, service facilities, large sales force, broad product line and so on. On the other hand, the follower group, is most likely to involve strategic groups with firms who follow narrow-line or specialist strategies, domestic strategies and similar. Overall, this dichotomy of leader and follower group explains some of the variance among strategic groups according to Porter (1979b).

In his later research Porter suggested that firms in a group, not only have the same or similar business strategy, but also resembles each other in terms of market share and tend to be affected by the same external forces (Porter 1980, 130). An example that can be traced to Porter’s 3 generic strategies. Porter (1980,
149-152) proposes that these strategies are essential in order to outcompete the competitors in the strategic group. These 3 generic strategies emphasizes cost leadership strategy – lowest cost, differentiation strategy – unique product/service, and focus strategy – focus on a particular segment (product/service/market) (Porter 1980, 35-39). Roughly, a firm applying one of these three strategies can be grouped together with other firms applying the same strategy.

Porter further argue that firms who fail to develop a strategy in one of these directions, will become what he terms “stuck in the middle” and is likely to have low profitability. This also applies to the strategic group itself as it suggest that the composition of strategic groups will affect both firm performance and the overall industry performance (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988). Moreover, interdependency is highly influential. A higher interdependency will intensify competition and will mirror the various asset structures of the competitors (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988). This would therefore suggest that strategic groups’ composition and profit in the industry were related (Hergert 1983; Porter 1979b). Furthermore, a large pool of strategic groups in the industry or many firms in the same strategic group with equal size indicates a higher degree of rivalry or higher probability of tacit collusion between them. Contrary, unequal size distribution of the strategic groups as well as fewer strategic groups will benefit the larger strategic groups as tacit collusion is not expected (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988). Generally, many competitors in the same strategic group or many strategic groups, or a combination of both, would normally lead to high degree of competition and squeezed profit.

However, this only applies if the strategic group is in close distance from each other. Obviously, firms in the same strategic group is close as they have the same or similar business strategy, it is not the necessary the case with the strategic groups itself. Examining on a group-level it is believed if the distance or position between strategic groups is large, tacit collusion will be more difficult and competition between strategic groups will be lower. Ken, Wally and Young (1997) find evidence of strategic groups and the relevance of distance in their study of the US airline industry with the strategic groups of high-end strategic group, namely the entrenched-dominant group and the niche-seeker group. They
find that there is no within-group rivalry among the niche-seekers and insignificant rivalry in the group high-end flyers. While, in the entrenched-dominant they find evidence of high competitive activity. In other words, they have faced a trade-off what to do and most important, what not to do and may find themselves stuck in the middle (Porter 1985, 17-18; 1996).

Although, if there are several firms within the same strategic group of equal size the notion of high competition within the group still remains. Therefore, on a group-level relative distance among other groups may imply advantages or disadvantages in the overall market.

**The Cognitive approach**

The cognitive approach, perception and mental models are heavily linked to creation of strategic groups. This sub-paragraph will further investigate the implications perception and mental models have on strategic groups. The cognitive approach to strategic groups refers to managers and key stakeholders defining strategic groups on the basis of how they see the world. The general notion of the cognitive approach is that perception is reality and a thorough understanding of the strategic decision processes may ease the method of separate strategic groups (Leask and Parker 2006). This aligns with Reger and Huff (1993) who suggest that the managerial perception of the characteristics of their competitors will affect the strategic decision making. In addition, it is therefore assumed that managers construct mental market models that are built on their perception of their competitors (Leask and Parker 2006). Overall, strategic groups through the cognitive approach are not exclusively based upon similar business models, but rather the market characteristics and features.

In regards of the mental models and perception it is suggested that realized strategy is based on decision makers or managers’ cognitive and institutional constructions (Leask and Parker 2006). This suggest that firms’ business strategies are based on managers’ perception and mental models, hence managers to a large degree decides which strategic group they will compete in. Porac, Thomas and Baden-Fuller (1989) terms this as primary competitive groups. Primary competitive groups reassembles strategic groups in many ways, however
there are key characteristics that separates them according to Porac, Thomas and Baden-Fuller (1989). Firstly, primary groups are grounded on psychological reality, while strategic groups are analytical abstractions. Secondly, primary groups are constituted of both technological and market distinctions, as decision makers believe these two aspects are intertwined and extricable. Thirdly, primary groups are psychological and sociological entities in contrast to strategic groups that are exclusively economic entities. Lastly, a primary group develops through the reciprocal representation of cognitive and material conditions. With this approach in mind, strategic groups constitute two views (Leask and Parker 2006). Firstly, perception decides the actions in order to compete in the market/environment. This refers to the fact that managers’ perception decides generic strategies or industry copies. Secondly, managers decide the set of transactions that connects the firm with its environment, through their perception in terms of the firm’s identity, competitors, customers, and similar. Leask and Parker (2006) further proposes that for strategic grouping based on managers’ perception it means that external events are interpreted the same or similar ways. As a result, future decisions are grounded on these interpretations. With these characteristics it is believed that primary groups not only serve as a peer, but also as an extension.

**Perception and mental models**

Heavily linked to the cognitive approach to strategic groups are managers and key stakeholders’ perception of who to include in the strategic groups. Reger and Huff (1993) argue that strategic groups are a part of strategists’ and executives’ perception in terms of how they organize and structure the cognitive competitive environment. Other cognitive researchers assume that strategic groups are formed through each managers’ perception, which becomes a collective process of shared constructions. This practically means that managers and key stakeholders together creates a common consensus of what strategic groups are in the industry and which firms that are a part of the strategic group (Berger and Luckmann 1966; Spencer, Peyrefitte and Churchman 2003). One important aspect is therefore, as Leask and Parker (2006) emphasize, the cognitive research as it argue that management define the competition, implying that competitors are not given but rather mental entities. Porac, Thomas and Baden-Fuller (1989) further presents
that mental models of managers and executives establish the perception of the competitive environment and its organizations, which further suggest a finer grouping. Subsequently, with these beliefs established the competitive environment, managerial perception and actions will be influenced (Spencer, Peyrefitte and Churchman 2003).

In summary, the cognitive researchers have grounded their theory on the logical assumptions that the industry participants must acknowledge the strategic groups, which then influence the conduct of firms and hence their behaviour (Peteraf and Shanley 1997; Spencer, Peyrefitte and Churchman 2003). This cognitive research perspective gives a further insight of the underlying drivers of the observed strategic change and provides the concept of strategic group an additional dimension of deeper understanding (McNamara, Luce and Thompson 2002).

Unit of analysis
The general unit of analysis in regards of strategic groups have either been on the firm level or group level. Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1988) argue that there are 2 dimensions or levels of investigations,

The firm level: This can further be narrowed down to strategies in regards of products, markets or similar customers i.e. Porter’s three generic strategies. Moreover, most studies investigate either the link between strategy and performance for different strategic groups or specify current strategic groups. Nonetheless, it is highlighted that these studies can also attribute to the understanding of the strategic behaviour of firms. For instance, once the strategic groups are identified, and firms make sense of their competitors’ strategic behaviour, they will most likely also follow similar strategies over time as they have similar assumption about the future (Porter 1980, 49). In summary, firms of the strategic groups will most likely follow similar strategies over time.

The group level: as firms in a strategic group will have similar strategic behaviour over time, so will the composition of strategic group. Additionally, future positions will emerge as the industry evolves. This refers to an increase of the total size of an industry and it will make it more attractive and more feasible for aggressive firms to enter and promote new strategic groups (Porter 1980, 136).
On the other hand, Porter (1980, 136) suggest an industry decline may also lead to fewer strategic groups in the industry.

Overall, firms’ strategy and behaviour decides their membership of which strategic group they are part of, but also decides the group’s position.

### 3.3 Formation of strategic groups

The paper has so far examined the different streams of definitions of strategic group, with emphasize on Michael Porter’s definition of strategic group namely businesses with the same strategy can be grouped together. This would naturally suggest that strategic groups are formed automatically once two or more firms are identified with the same business strategy. This is concretized by Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1988) who argue that a crucial assumption of strategic groups is that firms within an industry behave differently, as a uniform behaviour would lead to all firms being grouped in the same strategic group, ceteris paribus. By combining Porter’s definition of strategic groups, as a function of similar business strategy, and Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1988) framework of the creation of strategic groups provide explanations;

Firstly, Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1988) suggest different firms have different goals, in which they refer to maximization of profit (Stigler 1964), maximization of revenue (Baumol 1959), maximization in growth (Morris 1964; Williamson 1966), utility maximization of management (Williamson 1963).

Secondly, “all roads lead to Rome”. This famous quote refers to the fact that different strategies can lead to the same goal. This is empirically justified in Hergert’s paper (1983). He finds, through his own developed mathematical model, that member firms will maximize the same goals although through different strategies. The implications of his findings suggest different strategies of member firms may lead to the same or similar goals.

Thirdly, a crucial notion is that all firms have different assumptions of the potential future, in which affect their behaviour and therefore also their business strategy (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988).

Fourthly, firms will position themselves differently according to when they enter a new industry. This is obviously due to firms having different skills and resources, as an incumbent firm will have more experience than a new
entrant. Time and timing are key determinants. Some strategies may be more likely to succeed than others depending on the timing of entry.

Lastly, any environmental change in the society, in industry, or similar will affect different firms in different ways. Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1988) suggest that formation of strategic group is dependent on the definition of strategy used or realization – strategy as intentions or intended strategy (Mintzberg 1978). In general, studies have used the realization definition, in which strategic groups are defined by ex-post archival financial statement information (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988). Overall, strategic groups are formed differently due to their different business strategies and assumptions, though their goal may be the same. Depending on scholars they all have different views of the creation and formation of strategic groups, but following the same reasoning as Porter the creation will be based on firms business strategy.

**Importance of position of the strategic groups**

A key determinant of profitability of strategic groups, are their position within the industry. As we will see in the analysis different strategic groups have better performance than others. Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1988) argue in favour of three scenarios how distance between strategic groups shapes the industry and how it influences the performance.

Firstly, as some firms apply strategies that are better positioned to the market condition than its competitors, it may lead to better performance. This implies firms membership to a strategic group will have the chance to achieve a profit over the average in the industry (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988). This would therefore suggest that firms in other strategic groups will try to move over to the superior group. However, they may be hindered by mobility barriers. We will discuss these barriers extensively in later sections.

Secondly, when other strategic groups in the same industry compete head to head it will affect the profit in the industry. Contrary, strategic groups not competing head-to-head may yield higher profits, though it may depend on the internal rivalry within the strategic group. Consequently, on group-level, the entire group may try to move closer to the superior group as it yields higher profits compared to the other groups in the industry. Additionally, as groups naturally will try to improve their position, suggesting that their competitors will react
dynamically and the overall profit in the groups and industry will decrease (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988).

Thirdly, as firms will try to enter the group with higher profit they may be hindered by the so-called the mobility barriers, which bounds the entry into the group by hindering imitation (Caves and Porter 1977; Porter 1980, 133; Dranove, Peteraf and Shanley 1998). Mobility barriers are therefore believed to be a higher barrier which will increase the exploitation of profit opportunities (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988). The existence and development of these barriers may also blossom of what Lippman and Rumelt (1981) explains in Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1988) as uncertain imitability. They apply the concept in the context of when a firm tries to imitate a strategy of others who are members of a superior strategic group; it may not be feasible as there is uncertainty in the process of implementing the strategy in practice.

Furthermore, examining the dynamic nature inside the strategic group Porter proposed, like Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas (1988); Fiegenbaum and Thomas (1995), the position inside the strategic group have an influence on the performance of the firm. This effect is embedded in the similarity of strategy as it may be of comparable scale, the same scale differences may appear as a disadvantage for smaller firms, as they are subject of economies of scale. Additionally, it is argued that a firm’s ability to implement a strategy will affect its performance as better management will drive the probability of superior performance (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988).

Overall, all of the above shows the essence in Porter’s fundamentals of strategic group in which he structures the theory in order to explain interfirm differences in performance. As has been highlighted there are 4 cornerstones: (1) the positioning of the firm will affect the membership of strategic group and therefore also the performance; (2) composition of strategic group influences the firm performance; (3) the strategic group’s position relative to other strategic groups on the same industry level may have performance implications and they may try to move into new positions and; (4) location within the strategic group affect the firm performance.
The value of applying strategic groups

The value of an analysis of strategic groups is to identify differences in strategies between rivals and explain the persistent variance in their performance (Day 1984). Furthermore, Aaker (2008) argue the analysis of strategic groups is an exercise of identifying the key determinants of a firm’s strategy in order to be able to concisely group firms together. The aim of this grouping is to provide insight and a better understanding of the competitive behaviour and environment (Olusoga, Mokwa and Noble 1995). Hatten and Hatten (1987) follows a similar reasoning and suggest strategic groups are highly useful in 3 different settings; (1) groups are used to hold information characterising the individual firm as the info usually are lost in studies with aggregated and averaged data; (2) allows a more comprehensive investigation of several firms; (3) summarizing the information of group analysis can be used to highlight key dimensions into high relief. Porter further argues the implications of strategic groups resides in the performance/profit in two different ways (Porter 1979b). Firstly, through analysing the entry barriers of moving into a strategic group. Secondly, the number of strategic groups affects the rivalry between incumbent firms, broadly defined. Strategic group is also strongly influenced by the five forces model according to Porter (1980, 136-141) as these factors determines the difficulty of adopting the strategy in order to be part of the respective strategic group (Porter 1979b).

In general, the strategic group analysis brings value as it provides an explanation why similar firms, based on their business strategy, have superior performance to other firms in the same industry.

3.4 Research on strategic groups

Due to the different definition of strategic groups, there has not been a uniform methodology of how to conduct research. Without a common guideline or paradigm of how to conduct the analysis several different types of research have emerged analysing strategic groups at different levels and units to examine. (Thomas and Venkatraman 1988). It is therefore essential to obtain an overview of how and of what researchers have previously examined in their strategic group analysis.
Oster (1982), in stark contrast to many other researchers on the field, focused on firms conduct as the differentiation variable of groups. She believed the advertisement strategies differed (measured in advertising to sales ratio) would be the key differentiator of membership of a strategic group. She ranked firms above or below the industry average and if the firm was at top or bottom of industry distribution of the respective year (McGee and Thomas 1984; Oster 1982). This was used to examine the changes in the group with the indicator of differences in the advertising to sales ratio of the firm over time. The result showed if firms advertising strategy was stable over time it would preserve the structure of the whole group. If this measurement was fluctuating, firms would no longer be a part of that particular strategic group, but rather create a new one. This aligns with the idea of advertising being an entry barrier and mobility barrier within the consumer goods industries (Oster 1982; McGee and Thomas 1984).

Other researchers in theories of finance, have used the capital asset pricing model as their methodology in order to identify groups (Ryans and Wittink 1985). Ryans and Wittink (1985) examines the airline industry arguing that if airlines are grouped together, their stock prices will also tend to move together. Their assumption is that airlines are usually one-industry firms and being an incumbent in the industry over a long time period would not affect the security prices. The study shows that regional and intra-state airlines did not have any clustering pattern, while trunk airlines were grouped together.

Furthermore, Primeaux (1983) studied the petroleum industry. He argued that investment behaviour, measured in net capital expenditures, would be an important variable in addition to the identification of the life cycle stage of an industry. He connects the concept of life cycles and strategic groups, showing that some industries can be assessed as a function of the industry life cycle (McGee and Thomas 1984). In summary, Primeaux argue that difference in investment behaviour among strategic groups is due to leader/following firms, which in this case are the younger firms (Porter 1973, 1979b; Primeaux 1983).

Overall, these other contributions in the stream of strategic groups have recognized that differences between firms as it may be an intended outcome of firms’ decisions over time. In other words, strategic choice is related to the groupings of strategic groups (McGee and Thomas 1984). In addition, the challenge of researcher’s ad-hoc definition of strategic groups is also a concern.
Notable people in this field like Hunt used product lines, Newman vertical integration, Porter with market size, Ryans and Wittink used financial strategy, investment behaviour from Primeaux and so on. In other words, there is no unification of the methodologies of research on strategic group analysis.

**Key take-aways of strategic groups**

As a result of these different definitions, methods and scope of the respective researchers, Thomas and Venkatraman (1988) identified key take-aways in the concept of strategic groups.

Firstly, no industry is homogeneous. One common pattern between earlier studies are that the research first tried to develop a common ground based on the chosen industry given that it is heterogeneous. In addition, strategic groups are identified based on a set of characteristics. Thomas and Venkatraman (1988) believe that the general approach have been to study a specific industry, identified a set of dimensions and then used data-reduction techniques in order to group them. They believe this finding and its application is a rather weak interpretation of strategic group in theory and in practice.

Secondly, is the acceptance of pre-specified boundaries of the industry. Thomas and Venkatraman (1988) refer to the general acceptance of the definition of an industry through the terms of Standard Industrial Classification (SIC). This acceptance is a common trend in the research of strategic group. However, SIC is just a classification scheme in terms of products and it is discussed whether this is appropriate to use in the identification of industries boundaries (Reger and Huff 1993). It is therefore suggested to incorporate concepts of market and industry in order to get a more comprehensive definition (Thomas and Venkatraman 1988).

Thirdly, there is no consistent pattern in group characteristics. As have been examined so far, researchers have based their strategic groups on different variables (e.g. Porter with size, Ryans and Wittink with stock prices and so on). In addition, it is argued that if the research and study were anchored around a common operationalized strategy like Porter’s (1980) generic strategies, it would have been possible to see a common pattern.

Lastly, is the lack of clarity in the description of groups. It is argued that no empirical research incorporates the three main characterizations of groups; (1) groups include firms; (2) firms within a group are similar to each other, in contrast
to firms outside of the group and; (3) firm behaviour will be affected similarly to external forces. As a consequence, Thomas and Venkatraman (1988) debate whether or not groups only reflect statistical homogeneity and nothing more.

Overall, we have in the literature review of strategic groups seen different streams and frameworks of how to analyse strategic groups. We will continue using Porter´s definition of strategic groups being firms applying the same or similar business strategies.

3.5 Barriers

Barriers and especially mobility barriers were briefly mentioned in the previous chapter. Strategic groups and barriers have in the latter years been heavily interlinked, however, due to the importance of the concept we decided to define these two concepts separately. We will now investigate further in this field with discussion on how it can be applied, before we move over to the Porter´s five forces model.

The theories of Industrial Organization (IO) have influenced strategic groups and especially barriers. This includes the *entry barriers* and *mobility barriers*. The definition of the term “*entry barriers*”, is based up the mainstream arguments that any factor or determinant that hinders a firm to enter the market. In addition, it is worth remarking that the scope of analysis is set at an industry-level (OECD 2007). Joe Bain (1956), one of the most prominent figures in the concept of entry barriers, defines it as an advantage an incumbent firm have in the industry which allows them to earn profits over time and over any potential entrant (McAfee, Mialon and Williams 2004; New Your University 2006). Nobel Prize laureate George Stigler, on the other hand, defines it as the cost of producing a product/service by pursuant firm, and not an incumbent firm (Stigler 1968; McAfee, Mialon and Williams 2004).

Moreover, with the paper of Caves and Porter (1977) they further extended the concept of entry barriers into another layer, called *mobility barriers*. They believe the theory of barriers of entry is limited due to the movement of firms from zero output to positive output (Caves and Porter 1977). Instead, Caves and Porter (1977) proposes that the strategic position by an entrant is dependent of difficulty of the entry. Mobility barriers are therefore functioning as restraints in the firm´s strategic positioning within an industry, and impedes some firms.
gaining a stable profit over time (Porter 1979b). This also provides an explanation of why some firms within an industry have better performance than others in the same industry, as well as providing a foundation for a firm’s positioning within an industry (Porter 1980). Nonetheless, Porter acknowledges that mobility barriers are only a potential determinant of performance at group level, as he admits performance is also a function of firm-specific factors (Cool and Dierickx 1993). It is therefore argued that mobility barriers not only hinder new entrants, they also affect firms competing in the same industry. As a result, this is resolved around different asset configurations in which firms may want to reposition or improve their existing strategic position (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988).

Several researchers have successfully connected mobility barriers with strategic groups. For instance, Caves and Porter (1977) suggest to a large extent with evidence from others, that groups within an industry exist (Hunt 1972; Newman 1978; Porter 1979b). They believe that firms within a group resembles each other and recognizes their interdependence, suggesting that the boundaries of a group may hinder, although not prevent, the development of oligopolistic consensus and industries with more complex structures would therefore show better performance, ceteris paribus (Caves and Porter 1977). Instead of becoming a common protective shield for the entire industry, it becomes specific for each and every group. Additionally, the mobility barriers also function as a barrier to entry into any of the groups within the industry for the new potential entrants. This notion further underpins strategic groups as a key concept as it provides means of the existence of sustained performance between groups (Porter 1980, 132-135; Leask and Parker 2006). Initially, the concept of mobility barriers by Caves and Porter (1977) suggests that firms act in concert in order to build high entry barriers to protect the group’s profits (Leask and Parker 2006). However, it is suggested that this common behaviour was due to similarities in strategies of firms in the same strategic group and therefore pursued similar strategies (Leask and Parker 2006). As a result, McGee and Thomas (1986) argue that firms monitor the behaviour of similar organizations in the same competitive environment in order to exploit any strategic options. Additionally, firms examine the strategies of other competitive groups, but focus initially on their own group as a reference point (Fiegenbaum and Thomas 1995). Furthermore, Leask and Parker (2006) sheds light upon the variables one should use in order to define
strategic groups which are also influenced by the mobility barriers. This implies that these relevant mobility barriers also hinder and prevent free movement of firms between groups (Leask and Parker 2006). Possibly, these variables may be of relevance, found in Porter’s generic strategies or Miles and Snow typologies, like firm’s manufacturing process, R&D process and invention of patent creating mobility barriers (Porter 1980, 35; Miles et al. 1978; Leask and Parker 2006). Nevertheless, with the application of mobility barriers in the definition of strategic groups, a crucial step of the process is to identify key strategic decisions, and these decisions influences the creation of a sustainable market positions within a respective market.

It is also worth noting that for instance Mascarenhas and Aaker’s (1989) definition of strategic groups rests upon the concept of strategic barriers. They define strategic groups as a group of businesses that is separated from other groups by entry and exit barriers and of course mobility barriers. In addition, they borrow the definition of mobility barriers from McGee and Thomas (1986) who suggest that mobility barriers discourage any measure of moving from group to another, due to its extensive cost, time and uncertainty (Mascarenhas and Aaker 1989). Similar suggestions from researchers with another theoretical foundation, like Rumelt, suggest that mobility barriers both define strategic groups and also underpins the strategic activities conducted by the group members (Foss 1997, 141).

McGee and Thomas (1986) argue in favour of the classification of groups (without using the term “strategic group”) by their mobility barriers. This is also heavily related to Porter’s 3 generic sources, though McGee and Thomas uses mobility barriers as the mean. The sources of mobility barriers are divided into 3 general categories: market-related strategies, the supply characteristics in the industry, and owner – and management-specific features of an individual firm. (1) the market related strategies includes product line, scope, geographical coverage, market segments, technology embedded in the product and similar; (2) the supply characterizations embraces factors like economies of scale, range of assets to be invested in the “supply” capability, technological capability and similar; (3) the management specific features can be traced to the firm’s organizational production function where their skills and organization structure is employed efficiently.
In summary, there are several definitions and applications of mobility barriers. However, one common pattern in mobility barriers are their connections with strategic groups as the mobility barriers act as barriers that any firm need to overcome in order to enter the strategic group, both from outside the industry and within.

### 3.6 Contributions

As we have discussed strategic groups are defined as “businesses that follows the same or similar strategy can be grouped together in finer grouping”. This definition will in the later sections be used in the analysis, with low-cost carriers and full-services carriers. The main contributions of strategic groups can be attributed to the two definitions described above, namely the business strategy definition and managers’ mental models of firms and groups. This will be the foundation of the two strategic groups that we will discussion later in the thesis, namely, full-service carriers and low-cost carriers. By combining and applying these definitions together we can identify strategic groups through companies’ public press releases and annual reports, as they will characterize themselves in regards of either being a low-cost carrier or full-service carrier in Europe. The application of strategic groups will give an explanation of how similar type of business strategies provides better performance than other.

Moreover, Peteraf (1993) suggest that strategic groups is a useful analytical tool and deepens the understanding of the competitive forces in the industry, like the airline industry, as well as extending the insight of the oligopolistic interaction. McGee and Thomas (1984) further argues that strategic groups contribute in an enhanced understanding of the structure-conduct-performance paradigm (SCP). Additionally, they propose that strategic groups help identifying a firm’s competitive position as well as highlighting the strengths and weaknesses in terms of their competitive advantage.

(Porter 1979b) suggest that the concept of strategic groups contribute to a systematically integration of a firm's resources and differences in an industry. This further extends their results in a theory of profit determination, through a firm’s strategic choices (Porter 1979b). By the aforementioned, Porter believes it solves the disagreement whether strategic groups just in fact a properly defined industry or not. Porter (1981) further proposes that the strategic groups and mobility
barriers contribute in the analysis of a film’s strengths and weaknesses. Additionally, strategic group/mobility barriers build the foundation of industry evolution, where firms seek to improve their strategic position through different investment and strategies (Porter 1981).

The definitions and insights gathered in the previous part will be extensively used in the analysis. However, before we move on to the analysis of the European airline industry, we will discuss the tool that creates the context of the industry and will help us give a more comprehensive insight.
3.7 Five forces model

![Five forces model diagram]

The Porter’s five forces framework contributes with the context and the environment of how strategic groups can develop, but also constrains the groups and its firms. This framework will later be used to analyse the European airline industry.

The five competitive forces, commonly known as Porter’s five forces, is one of the most used tools in the fields of business and management. It provides a snapshot of forces that influences the industry. In general, it is argued that the intensity of competition in an industry is determined by five competitive forces (Porter 1979b, 3). It is therefore believed that these five competitive forces influence profitability in a given industry and companies must be aware of these forces in order to enhance their long-term profits (Porter 2008). Michael Porter (2008), the creator of this model, argues that high intensity will lead to low return on investment while low intensity will give profitable returns. He further argues an understanding of the competitive forces will uncover the roots of the profitability in an industry. In addition, it will also provide a framework for influencing and anticipating competition over time (Porter 2008). The five forces are threat of new entrant, the bargaining power of customers, the bargaining...
power of suppliers, the threat of substitutes and rivalry among existing competitors.

3.7.1 Threat of new entrants
This factor refers to new entrants in the industry, which may be perceived as threats for the incumbent firms. New entrants may possess significant resources, new technology and capacity among other factors, which they try to leverage for a market share. Furthermore, the threat is dependent on the so-called barriers to entry, which refers to any hindrance that may affect the entry, and the reaction of incumbent firms (OECD 2007; Caves and Porter 1977). If the entry barriers are high or the newcomer expect fierce retaliation from incumbent competitors, the threat of entry will be low. Porter (1980, 7; 2008) describes in detail seven major determinants of barriers to entry:

1) **Product differentiation** which refers to brand identification and customer loyalties and similar.

2) **Capital requirements** refers to the large amount of resources needed to enter the industry.

3) **Economies of scale** refers to the hindrance of potential entrants due to the need to enter in a large scale.

4) **Switching costs** refers to the costs of switching from one supplier’s product to another’s.

5) **Access to distribution channel** may be a barrier, as you need a secure distribution channel to achieve profits.

6) **Incumbency advantages independent of size and scale** refer to the technology or knowledge that is not replicable.

7) **Government policy** refers to their power and control of regulations, subsidies, licensing and limitations of materials and similar.

In general, Porter (1979a) suggest that entry barriers should be analysed relative to the capabilities of the potential entrants.

3.7.2 Bargaining power of customers
Bargaining power of customers refers to customer’s power to pressure for price reductions, especially when they have negotiating leverage to actors in the
industry, and can play competitors against each other (Porter 1979a). The bargaining power of a group is often characterized by:

1. The volume or concentration of the customer’s purchase.
2. The products that are bought by the customers are undifferentiated or standardized.
3. Low switching costs.
4. The buyer has full information.
5. The purchase of the product only represents a small amount of the buyer’s costs or purchases.

Porter (1980, 26) suggests that these sources can be attributed to consumers as well as commercial and industrial buyers, with some adjustments of the frame of reference.

3.7.3 Threat of substitute products or services
A substitute product or service delivers the same or similar function and functionality. Porter (1979a) believes that in every industry some sort of substitute will always exist, although it may be overlooked, as it may appear different from the industry’s product. The substitute product or service would hinder and sets a ceiling on the prices. Furthermore, if the industry does not increase the distance from the substitute through marketing, product performance or other similar means, the profitability will suffer. Porter (1979a) argues that the threat of substitute will be high if:

1. It offers an attractive product-performance trade-off in comparison of the incumbent product in the industry.
2. The switching cost to the competing substitute is low.

In general, major technological changes and innovations in seemingly unrelated businesses and industries may proceed to have a major impact on the profitability.

3.7.4 Bargaining power of suppliers
This competitive force refers to the bargaining power suppliers can exercise as they can threaten to raise or reduce quality and quantity of their goods and services (Porter 1980, 27). This would therefore enable powerful suppliers to
squeeze profit out of an industry, capturing the majority of the value. Porter (1979a) suggests that a supplier is powerful if:

1. There is high concentration among suppliers and the market is dominated by a few actors.
2. The product or service of the supplier is crucial for the buyer’s business.
3. The overall industry is not an important customer for the supplier.
4. The suppliers are not threatened by any other substitute products.
5. The products or services the supplier is offering are differentiated or have a high switching cost for the buyer.

These conditions have a strong influence on the bargaining power and are not only subject for change, but in most cases out of control for the customer or the buyer. Although, the buyer may try to improve their bargaining power towards the supplier through improvement or change of strategy i.e. backward integration (Porter 1980, 28).

3.7.5 Rivalry among existing competitors

Any rivalry among the existing competitors can take form through price war, advertising wars, increased customer services and similar. For instance, a price war will shake and unstable the industry, and deprive the profits. On the other hand, an advertising war can for instance enhance the level of product differentiation and increase demand for the better of the industry (Porter 1980, 17). Porter (1980, 17) suggests that rivalry occurs as one or several of the competitors feel pressure or experience an opportunity to enhance their position. High rivalry will obviously limit the profitability of the industry and the degree of limitation depends on two factors. First, the intensity of the competition and secondly, the basis on which they compete (Porter 1979a). Porter (1980, 17; 1979a) suggest that the rivalry among the competitors is greatest if:

1. Many competitors or if they are of equal size.
2. Exit barriers are high making it hard for firms with specialized assets to exit.
3. Fixed costs are high and marginal costs are low creating an intense pressure among competitors as they try to undercut each other on price.
(4) The product is perishable, forcing competitors to cut prices as the product still has some value.

In addition, Porter (1980) suggest that these factors can and will change, and is commonly influenced by the life-stage of the industry. When the industry matures, it will experience decline in growth rates, resulting in intense rivalry and declining profits. Some firms will be forced to exit. Other changes in the rivalry are, not surprisingly, acquisitions and technological innovation, which will further raise the volatility in the industry.

3.7.6 Other factors:
Porter originally brought the influence of government and government policy in under threat of entry. However, we have put much more emphasize on this factor as it is crucial in the airline industry, the importance in the context of airlines will be explained in detail in later sections.

In many industries, especially in an industry like aviation were government have had a huge influence over both directly and indirectly, government may act as a buyer and supplier. Porter (1979a) suggests for instance that the government’s role in many situations is determined by the political factors rather than economical. In addition, government regulations and concessions would also set limits of their behaviour as buyers and suppliers (Porter 1980, 29). Furthermore, governments also influence the position of an industry with their regulations, subsidies and other means. For example, the European airline industry was dominated by the so-called full service carriers, also known as flag-carriers, with high government ownership making it immensely hard for private competitors and in some situations illegal to compete. Governments also influence the rivalry through their impact on industry growth, cost structure regulations and so on. In general, governments operate at different and multiple levels with many policies, where each of them will affect the structure in the industry in different ways (Porter 1979a).

3.8 Connections between strategic groups and Porter’s five forces
Porter’s five forces is an excellent tool for snapshots of the respective industry, but is somewhat neglected in the application of analysing strategic groups. In this
section we will connect the strategic groups and Porter´s five forces, in order to create a comprehensive tool for further analysis in the thesis.

**Relation between strategic groups and threat of new entry**
The key determinant is the barriers that hinders new competitors to enter the industry and into strategic groups. With the aforementioned discussion around entry barriers and mobility barriers in previous sections, mobility barriers apply to the strategic groups. Following the same reasoning as Caves and Porter (1977) and Porter (1979b), it is argued that firms decides which strategic group, due to their strategy, to compete in rather than deciding which industry to compete in. An example is domestic vs international flights, as the barriers to enter the strategic group who operates international flights is higher than the competing domestically, the potential competitor will choose directly which strategic group (i.e. strategy) that they want to compete in.

**Relation between strategic groups and bargaining power**
Porter (1979b) argues that the same mechanisms relates to both bargaining power of customers and bargaining power of suppliers. There are mainly two reasons. Firstly, the strategies of the companies in the respective strategic groups may yield different degrees of vulnerability to *common* customers and suppliers. Secondly, companies may interact with *different* customers and suppliers with correspondingly different levels of bargaining power. An example is Ryanair and Scandinavian Airlines (SAS). Both are operating in the same industry, but arguably in different strategic groups. Ryanair may have better bargaining power in terms of their supplier of aircrafts, Boing, as they have a bigger fleet and will use this as a leverage to achieve a discount. SAS, on the other hand, have better bargaining power vis-à-vis their business customers due to their route network and Eurobonus-programme. Overall, the extent of the relative bargaining power, customer or supplier, depends on the industry.

**Relation between strategic groups and the threat of substitutes**
This relation refers to substitute products that are essentially the same, but focuses on different parts of the product line, serving different needs, different level of quality, and so on (Porter 1979b). It is argued that these differences make
companies less vulnerable to substitutes even though they are in the same strategic group. An example is the loyalty-programmes and in the airline industry, where airlines try to differentiate themselves and lock-in their customers in an otherwise fairly uniform industry.

**Relation between strategic groups and rivalry among existing competitors**

The existence of several strategic groups within an industry as well as the number of competitors within the strategic group, have implications for the overall rivalry. Porter (1979b) points out that the presence of several strategic groups will increase the competition as it implies greater asymmetry and diversity. It is argued that different strategies and external factors will determine their preferences about quality, price, time horizon, risk and so on. This will therefore complicate the process of understanding each other’s actions and will thus increase the likelihood of rivalry. Furthermore, there are four factors presented by Porter (1979b) that heavily affect the interaction of the competition for customers (1) strategic distance among groups; (2) number of strategic groups and their size; (3) product differentiation and; (4) the extent to which their customers overlap – market interdependence among groups. These four factors interrelate and affect the rivalry among companies in the strategic groups.

The strategic distance refers to the divergence of key variables such as price, quality, cost position and similar. The bigger the distance, the more dynamic and hostile competition will occur within the strategic group, given other things equal.

In terms of the number of strategic groups and their size, Porter (1979b, 139) argue that numerous and equal size of the strategic group will lead to increased rivalry. This is due to the diversity and the higher probability that one group will try to attack another group through price-cutting or similar.

The third key factor is the degree of product differentiation by the groups’ strategies. If two groups seemingly offer the same product with little differentiation perceived by the customer, the rivalry would be much higher than if the groups have distinct differentiations in their offer.

The last key factor is the degree to which groups compete for the same customers. When there is high interdependence between groups, it is believed that
the competition within the industry is fierce. On the contrary, groups with low interdependence will clearly affect each other’s businesses at a much lesser extent.

Overall, the Porter’s five forces can at a certain degree be applied to strategic groups. As have been discussed, some forces are more relevant than others and may affect the specific groups differently. Nonetheless, it is less useful when it is applied for the purpose of analysing the dynamics in the industry over time. Hence, it does not capture the implications of entry into a new industry at different points in time.
4 Methodology

The method of research should act as a guideline of our research process and strategy (Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2003). In order to conduct our research in an appropriate manner, we have followed the guidelines of Yin (2003).

Furthermore, the thesis will present how and why the strategic groups exist in the European airline industry, including explanation building with pattern-matching (Tellis 1997). This is due to the analysis of the case is developed by building an explanation of the case and this thesis is therefore going to be explanatory case study.

In the following sections, we will discuss the research design of the paper, how we will collect data and how we will apply it, quality assurance of the data, and lastly the limitations the paper faces.

4.1 Research Design

In our thesis we will apply the case study methodology due to the nature of the European airline industry and the strategic groups. According to Yin (2011, 4-5) there are 3 settings in which the application of case studies are relevant and applicable. First and foremost, this thesis is explanatory paper as the research question are grounded with “how” and “why” issues. Second, as the thesis is focused on analysing the drivers of changes in the European airline industry, it favours data collection from natural settings like annual report and industry report (Yin 2011, 5). Lastly, Yin (2011) recommends case studies when conducting evaluations. As the thesis will at the end evaluate the industry, this would therefore further support the application of the case study approach.

Furthermore, Yin (2003) also presents four additional key determinants whether to apply a case study or not: (1) the focus is embedded by the nature of “why” questions; (2) the behaviour and results are fixed in the study; (3) the contextual conditions are important for the phenomenon in our study; (4) the boundaries is not clear between the context and phenomenon. As has been discussed, these 4 additional determinants are all supporting the use of case study.

The unit of analysis will naturally be the strategic groups in the European airline industry, LCCs and FSCs respectively. While the context around these units will evidently be the European airline industry and therefore analysis of
strategic groups in the European airline industry. This is arguably a single case study with embedded units as explained by Tellis (1997) and (Yin 1994), as it covers both the different strategic groups. This is further reinforced by the fact that these strategic groups operate in the same environment and industry, which imply if structural factors will affect one strategic group it will also affect other strategic groups.

Secondary data and collection

A trademark in the case analysis study is the application of multiple sources which enhances the credibility of the data (Baxter and Jack 2008). The use of different sources of data will facilitate a holistic understanding of our topic. Also, each piece of data will be converged in the analysis process and will act as one piece of a larger puzzle, in which each and every puzzle will contribute to a further understanding of the analysis.

The sources of information will therefore be examined and collected from secondary data, mainly from 3 sources: (1) annual reports; (2) industry reports and; (3) academic literature. The benefits of using secondary data in a case study like this thesis is, as mention, the opportunity to use both qualitative and quantitative data. In addition, the benefits can also be addressed to the savings in cost of time by using existing data sources. Secondary data is also advantageous as it is usually open for public scrutiny and easy to trace the source (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012). In the application of the airline industry and its secondary data, as Yin (1994) points out, these sources of data are embedded in their stability, unobtrusiveness, exactness, broad coverage, preciseness and quantitative.

The dangers with the secondary data as explained by Baxter and Jack (2008) is, among others, the overwhelming amount of data in the airline industry that needs attention and analysis. Yin (1994) suggest weaknesses of this type of data sources are the biased selectivity, reporting bias and retrievability. Also, finding the right and relevant data is also a threat as different organizations and institutions use diverse methods to collect and analyse their data. This further refers to the fact that secondary data is most likely not intended for the purpose of the thesis. Furthermore, if locating the relevant datasets, it may not give access or very costly to external researchers as they are classified reports or company data
Additionally, the secondary data is collected through documentary analysis in which all the data is collected manually. This is naturally due to the restrictions of getting first-hand access to relevant actors and lack of established contacts in the respective European airlines. We believe, and even though our thesis is grounded on secondary data, this data collection will not lead to any severe limitations or biases as the industry data available is comprehensive.

Data analysis
There is a huge amount of data available for the European airline industry, however in the context of strategic groups there are rather less. As we described earlier similar, but quantitative, studies have been done in the American airline industry. We have yet to find any ground-breaking studies in this topic and in the area of strategy and European airline industry. The analysis is therefore a fundamental part of this thesis.

In order to determine, through secondary data sources, whether an airline belongs to the respective strategic group, we consolidated and cross checked with several of the airline associations like Association of European Airlines, The European Low Fares Airline Association and similar. Once establishing a common ground for the strategic groups we will apply the 5 forces model analysing the strategic groups and the European airline industry, through the variables as described in the research question.

4.2 Quality assurance of research design
In order to ensure that the quality of the thesis is excellent we have incorporated and followed the guidelines by Yin (2003).

The first quality measurement is constructing validity by using multiple data sourcing, ensuring convergent lines of inquiry. This is also highly relevant in the data collection. The second measurement can be addressed to the internal validity as we look at the factors driving the changes and consolidations in the European airline industry, locating the relevant inferences are highly time-consuming and difficult. We would therefore compare and discuss in the light of the two strategic groups and conduct explanation-building to reveal the causal links. In terms of the external validity both Tellis (1997) and Yin (2003) discusses the difficulty of it in a single case study, as the generalizability and the connection to theoretical
relationship would be somewhat weak. It is therefore suggested that transferability, hence inviting readers to make connections between own experience and study (Colorado State University 2016). Nonetheless, as the European airline industry is highly delicate and the intention is one of particularisation, it becomes less relevant (Willis 2014). This further becomes emphasized in the last quality check, namely the reliability. This refers to doing the same case study with identical objectives and procedures would lead to the same findings and conclusions. Overall, these are quality checks that we must keep in mind throughout the thesis, which will determine the quality of the research design, hence the quality of the paper.

4.3 Limitations

This paper, as most academic studies, is prone to certain limitations. The authors have made certain methodological trade-offs in regards to research design, data collection and analysis, hence the conclusions drawn. By being aware of these limitations and trade-offs and discussing them openly, we believe we can present a valuable report nonetheless.

Firstly, as the data used in this study is collected only from secondary sources, there are certain limitations associated with the data collection and content. The first challenge is regarding the reliability of the data collected from airlines. Different accounting practices between airlines can pose a challenge when comparing financial figures and KPIs. Although this is not a quantitative study, we have based segments of our analysis on accounting figures from a number of airlines. Figures have been collected mainly from annual reports, and accounting practises and regulations might vary between countries. It can be differences in how operational costs are calculated, how firms segment their markets etc., and whether to publish figures per tax year, starting in April, or per fiscal year. Also, different currencies had to be transferred, which poses a potential error. By consistently using average annual currency rates we believe this will not affect the analysis. Our analysis stretches over a time of M&As, and several of the airlines studied are airline groups with separate airline subsidiaries. This poses an issue, as segmented figures for each subsidiary were not always
available, and subsidiaries operating in different strategic groups should in some cases be analysed separately.

Secondly, collecting industry data from multiple secondary sources poses the threat of degrading the reliability, as indicators can be calculated in different ways. The industry figures used in the analysis have been collected mainly from annual reports and industry analysis and reports from various industry organisations. These reports include industry indicators that are based on several figures not always published in the reports. This represents a possible error as these indicators can be defined in different ways. Most data collected however, had clearly defined indicators, and were collected from respected industry organizations.

In addition, the secondary data may also cause measurement bias in terms of both intentional or deliberate distortion of data, as well as changes in the way data were collected (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012, 322,329). By being aware of these issues and taking measures to keep consistency, we believe this does not affect the conclusion.

Lastly, changes in the external environment have affected the dynamics in the industry substantially during the relatively short time of research, which will affect the external validity of the results. When we started collecting data, the 2015 results were not available. During the study, these results have become increasingly available, showing a significant change in overall profitability and growth. These changes are to a large degree effects of external factors in the economy, most notable is the drop in oil price, reducing the jet fuel price and hence the cost structure of airlines.
5 The Airline Industry

This chapter is meant to give an overview of the airline industry and its competitive environment. Starting with our focus and scope, before explaining the history, recent developments and trends, and drivers for change and growth.

The global airline industry can be divided into civil and military aviation. Civil aviation includes all non-military aviation, both private and commercial. In this paper we focus on the commercial airline industry, more specifically the commercial passenger airline industry in Europe. This industry has clear competitive dynamics, and has to a large degree been used by researchers to demonstrate analytical frameworks (Porter 2008). In this section we will give an insight into the airline industry and its specific features.

In the first subchapter (5.1), we will describe the evolution of the industry, focusing on the regulatory changes and their effects on operation and competition. Here, the changes from traditional point-to-point routes to the hub-and-spoke system will also be explained. As consolidation plays an important role, important mergers and acquisitions (M&As) in the European airline industry will be discussed and compared to other regions. We will also describe the market concentration in the European and North American markets, as these are the two markets best suited for comparison, given the similar regulatory development and competitive environment. The second subchapter (5.2), includes a description of the actors in the industry, being existing airlines, potential entrants, substitutes to airlines, customers and suppliers. Airlines will be presented and divided in strategic groups. The main attention will be given to the European airlines, with comparisons to other regions. This will lay the groundwork for the analysis, where the focus will be on the two main groups, namely full service carriers (FSCs) and low-cost carriers (LCCs). In the third subchapter (5.3), we will discuss the performance in the industry, starting with explaining relevant measurements used for the airline industry. These are measurements of capacity, production, profitability and efficiency.
5.1 Evolution of the industry

Up until the early 1990s, European countries operated a state-owned national airline, often referred to as a full service carrier (FSC). Although the European air transport market did not experience the same deregulation as in the US, a slower liberalization of the internal market resulted in changes during the 90s, comparable to the deregulated US domestic market (Burghouwt, Leon and Wit 2015). After the deregulation of the US airline industry in 1978, hub-and-spoke systems started emerging around a small number of central airports, or “hubs” (Burghouwt and de Wit 2005). Europe had a different situation, in which deregulation did not start until 1988, and governments were negotiating about traffic rights across borders. The hubbing in Europe intensified during the 1990s, and examples of this were KLM at Amsterdam, Lufthansa at Frankfurt and SAS at Copenhagen. The number of hubs increased, and secondary hubs were implemented by large airlines. Air France implemented hub-operations at both Paris CDG and Lyon, Lufthansa developed a hub at Munich and British Airways at both Heathrow and London Gatwick (Burghouwt, Leon and Wit 2015).

Before Deregulation:

After Deregulation

Figure 2: Hub-and-spoke model. Source: Dept. of Global Studies & Geo 2006
A hub-and-spoke is a network where all traffic from smaller airports, or nodes, moves along spokes connected to a central airport, or hub, in the centre. This allows for fewer routes to connect all airports, which results in more frequent flights to and from smaller airports while keeping load factor high (see Figure 2), (Dept. of Global Studies & Geography 2006). Load factor is the percentage of seats in a flight being used. The seat load factor is an important measurement for airlines, given the high fixed cost of a flight compared to the marginal cost of an extra passenger. The highest costs of a flight are fuel, labour, and aircraft, and an extra passenger has little effect on those costs. The intense competition and low airfares are making the gap between break-even load factor and actual load factor smaller, two measurements frequently used when analysing airline operations.

The current trend is a move away from full service carriers (FSCs) and towards low-cost carriers (LCCs) which have traditionally been the two main business models in the airline industry, towards a hybrid model, both in terms of cost structure, but also blurring the distinction between the two for customers (KPMG 2013).

The European air transport market has near tripled doubled in the last 20 years, from 212 million passengers in 1996 to 608 million in 2015 (see Figure 3). Seen in the figure is the stagnation of passenger growth in two periods. Firstly, we

![Figure 3: EU air transport passengers 1992-2014. Source: World Databank 2016](image-url)
see a decrease in global air travel passengers after the 2001 terrorist attack. Secondly, the growth stagnated after the 2008 financial crisis, although the industry seems to have caught up with the lost demand by 2010.

Liberalization in the early 1990s has also sparked the number of intra-EU and extra-EU international routes. Intra-EU routes has increased from 874 in 1992 to 3522 in 2015, an average growth rate of 6.2% p.a. Extra-EU routes grew from 988 to 2621 in the same period, representing an annual compounded growth rate of 4.3% p.a. (European Commission 2015).

![Number of international EU routes](Figure 4: International Intra-EU and Extra EU routes 1992-2015. Source: eur-lex.europa.eu)

The growth of domestic routes of member EU states are not shown in the graph, but has been comparatively flat, increasing from 818 to 939 in the same period, and declining from 2010 to 2015. The increase of international routes were accompanied by increased competition in the period, and the number of intra- and extra-EU routes served by more than two airlines increased 540% and 300% respectively (European Commission 2015).

As shown in Figure 5, 44% of total passenger transport is across borders within the EU-28, ahead of extra-EU transport (38%) and domestic transport (18%). Shorter routes, especially in central Europe, are competing against a growing high-speed rail, which is a quicker alternative where travel time by train is less than 2.5 hours. The most frequently countries travelled between by air are
United Kingdom and Spain, representing 9.3% of all intra-EU traffic.

Figure 5: EU route distribution 2015. Source: eur-lex.europa.eu

5.1.2 Consolidation

The traditional FSCs in Europe have struggled to make profits the last decade (PwC 2015). With increasingly harsh competition both from the growing low-cost business model, in addition to the strategically located Middle East airlines taking a larger part of the long haul market from Asia (PwC 2015). Different strategies have been tried, including (1) acquiring or starting LCC subsidiaries to compete on short to medium haul, point-to-point routes, (2) applying some low-cost products, services and pricing features to some or all of their short-haul routes, and (3) admitting inferiority in the short haul point-to-point market and focusing on long haul (KPMG 2013).

Firstly, some FSCs have acquired low-cost airlines, or transferred their intra-European routes to their low-cost subsidiaries. An example is Lufthansa acquiring Germanwings in 2009 and Eurowings in 2011. These subsidiaries have a simpler network structure than the Lufthansa brand, allowing them to operate short to medium point-to-point routes at a lower cost. Operating under a separate brand keeps it from contaminating the brand value of the existing firms, operating in different strategic groups under different price and marketing strategies (Empson 2001). Another example is IAG’s subsidiary Vueling, a low-cost airline that is differentiating by offering additional services for a fee, without undermining the cost structure (IAG 2012).
Secondly, Tan (2015) finds that FSC incumbents lower their air-fare in response to entry by a LCC in his study of the U.S. airline industry. Other implementations to increase revenue can be offering complementary services like on flight sales, credit cards, and charging extra for certain services.

Thirdly, a focus strategy (Porter 1980) has also been used, as FSCs experience that they cannot match the cost level of the new entrants, and directs their efforts towards the more profitable long haul market. But as the low-cost competitors grow and search for new routes in an industry with extremely low margins, profitable routes are popular, and LCCs are looking towards the long-haul market as well. Norwegian Air Shuttle has opened new routes to Bangkok and several destinations in the US, and plans to open more long haul routes in the next years, through their long-haul subsidiary Norwegian Long Haul (Shuttle 2016).

As FSCs lowers their cost, and LCCs adds services, both the cost gap and the differences in operations becomes smaller (KPMG 2013). However, there are still differences, and we can still separate the two business models into two strategic groups. If we examine the financial performance of the two groups over the last years, the differences become clear. There are of course exceptions, but the overall trend tends to favour the low-cost model. From 2004 to 2011 European network carriers generated an average return on invested capital (ROIC) of 3.6%. Over the same time European LCCs generated 7.6%. Compared to the weighted average cost of capital (WACC) over the same period, of 7.5% and 8.3% respectively, the investor value losses are high, especially for network carriers.

5.1.3 Market concentration

In a report from June 2014, the International Air Transport Association (2014) found that the factor best explaining the European airline industry’s low margins when measuring against other regions were the low market concentration, using the Herfindahl-Hirschman Index (HHI). HHI is a commonly accepted measure of market concentration and is measured by squaring the market share percentage of each firm operating in the market, and then summing the numbers (Rhoades 1993). The agencies generally consider markets in which the HHI is between 1,500 and 2,500 points to be moderately concentrated (U.S. Department of Justice 2015). The European airline industry measure less than 500 on the HHI index in
June 2014, while the U.S. measures around 1300 (IATA 2014). When compared to other regions, this gives an upward sliding curve, suggesting that more consolidation could increase profitability (See Figure 6).

![Airline EBIT margin vs. market concentration by region 2015](image)

Figure 6: Airline EBIT margin vs. market concentration by region 2015 (Source: IATA 2015)

The development from 2010 to 2014 has been more consolidation in the US due to large mergers, something we have not seen in Europe in the same period.

### 5.1.3 Mergers & acquisitions

**Europe**

The three largest European airline groups are a result of several mergers and acquisitions in the last decades. Lufthansa Group is the result of Lufthansa acquiring Swiss International Air Lines in 2005 (Lufthansa Group 2006) and Germanwings and Austrian Airlines in 2009 (Lufthansa Group 2010). In 2013 Lufthansa transferred point-to-point short haul flights from both Lufthansa and Eurowings to the Germanwings brand, and added around 50 aircrafts to Germanwings’ fleet (Lufthansa Group 2014). This strategy was taken on to increase competitiveness against low-cost competitors on short haul routes. Starting in 2015, Lufthansa are integrating Germanwings to Eurowings, keeping the Eurowings name.
Air France-KLM is the result of the merger between Air France and KLM Royal Dutch Airlines in 2004. This was announced via Air France’s international public offering for KLM shares on the Paris Euronext, Amsterdam markets and New York Stock Exchange. This operation resulted in a privatization of Air France (Air France-KLM 2016). The two operate as separate airlines, benefitting from interconnected networks and other scale advantages like integrated marketing and sales teams.

International Airlines Group was formed by the merger between British Airways and Iberia in 2011, and is also the parent company of Aer Lingus and Vueling. The airlines still operate under separate brands, and aim to play its full role in future industry consolidation (IAG 2016).

Due to the nature of the analysis we will analyse consolidation through shifts in market concentration, airlines will mainly be defined by ownership. Subsidiaries and parent companies will be considered as one entity, also airlines operating under separate brands. These are the major M&As seen in the European airline industry, and although researchers and experts argue for further consolidation in Europe (IATA 2015c), not much has happened in the past five years.

Other markets
In the US, there has been a higher degree of consolidation, and the market concentration is higher, as will be discussed in the next section. The largest airlines in the US have conducted a large number of mergers and acquisition over the years, and the market concentration has tightened. In this section we will discuss the largest and most recent mergers in the region. When Delta Air Lines merged with Northwest Airlines in 2008-2010 it became the world’s largest carrier at the time, under the Delta name (Delta Air Lines 2008). Two years later, in 2012, United Airlines merged with Continental Airlines, keeping the United name, and took over as the world’s largest carrier. Just a year later, in 2013, the merger process between American Airlines and US Airways was initialized, and the merged airline kept American Airlines name.
5.2 Actors

5.2.1 Airlines
To fully understand the on-going changes in the airline industry, we have to understand the different business models of competing airlines, which is the main driver of change. After the deregulation in the European airline industry during the 1990s we have identified three main strategic models. First, building on the hub-and-spoke system we see the network carriers, offering a network of routes based out of a larger hub airport. Second, the smaller regional airlines supplying these hubs from thinner regional airports. Third, we see the low-cost model that has grown substantially in the last decade, with an aim to offer lower fares as a result of a lean low-cost business model. However, these clear definitions have in recent years become increasingly overlapping. Full service carriers offer low fares on some routes, and LCCs expand their services to differentiate against a growing number of low-cost competitors.

The industry can be segmented in different ways, depending on the purpose. For the purpose of our study we divide into different strategic groups by business model and will focus on the two main strategic groups, FSCs and LCCs.

Full service carriers (FSCs)
FSCs, or network carriers, are airlines operating with a hub-and-spoke system, with a larger hub-airport as a base of operations. Defined as FSCs operating domestic, regional and intercontinental passenger services, often from a hub located in the home territory and providing a network of air services across the globe (Airport Council International 2015). This model became more feasible as the number of airport grew, and flying point-to-point between smaller airports became ineffective. By flying in and out of a larger airport, airlines could enjoy higher load factor and customers could enjoy more frequent flights from small airports. This will serve as one of two strategic groups in this analysis.

FSCs in Europe
Of the over 200 airlines in Europe, the three largest FSCs are Lufthansa Group, Air France-KLM, and International Airlines Group, with 106, 77,5, and 77 mill transported passengers in 2014, respectively. These three airline groups are results
of the consolidation in the industry, with several mergers both within and across strategic groups.

**FSCs in other regions**
The world’s biggest FSCs can be found in North America, with Delta Air Lines and United Airlines being the two largest measured in ASK. Delta reported 397,128 million ASK in 2015 (Statista 2016) and United reported 268,736 million ASK in 2015. The largest growth in the segment we see in The Middle East, with airlines like Emirates, Turkish Airlines, Qatar Airways and Etihad Airways, had a 12% annual growth in ASK and RPK in 2015 (IATA 2016a). The Middle Eastern airlines have, in addition to having the highest growth, scored extremely well in Skytrax’ list of the World’s best airlines several years going, and the four largest are all in the top six in the 2015 rating, with Qatar Airways rated as number one for the third time (Skytrax 2016).

**Regional airlines**
Regional airlines operate mostly feeder services from regional points to hub airports. They tend to operate smaller regional jet or turbo propelled aircrafts with less than 100 seats. We see relatively few regional airlines in Europe. This is mostly a North American phenomenon, where the seven largest regional airlines are located (Airport Council International 2015).

**Low-cost carriers (LCCs)**
After the deregulation, starting with the “Airline Deregulation Act” in the U.S. 1978 and in Europe in the 1990s, a new low-cost model started emerging. Not being restricted by regulations on entry, capacity and price allowed for the new business model to gain foothold in certain segments of the market. Pioneered by Southwest Airlines in the U.S, which is still the world’s largest LCC, carrying 144 million passengers in 2015 (Southwest Airlines 2016) the business model has been adopted all over the world.

As the demand for air travel grew, more point-to-point routes became feasible. The model exploited the demand for point-to-point routes where the FSCs suffered from higher costs due to the traditional network model. By stripping the product of unnecessary supplements and focusing on low-cost travel
without connected flights, the new model was superior in terms of costs, being able to offer lower fares on the carefully selected routes they served, creating a new group of customers and stealing the more price sensitive customers from the FSCs.

Deregulation was a necessary condition for this model to be viable, but there were also other conditions that allowed the new entrants to gain such a quick growth of market share. Francis et al. (2006) points to four other factors that enabled the growth of the low-cost business model: (1) the entrepreneurial flair of key individuals running the companies; (2) population growth and economic wealth causes density in certain routes; (3) cheap and underutilized capacity at secondary airports, and; (4) sales ease and price transparency caused by the growth in the use of internet.

The strategy behind the low-cost model is to be able to offer lower prices through keeping costs lower than the traditional airlines and competitors. Common tactics practiced by LCCs are: only point-to-point services (no connecting flights), high aircraft utilization, only internet booking, using secondary airports, minimum cabin crew, lower wages, maximizing number of seats per aircraft, no cargo carried, short turnaround times, a simple fare structure and pricing strategy, charging for seat allocation, food and beverages (Williams 2001; Francis et al. 2006). Additionally, streamlining the activities in the value chain is becoming increasingly important as LCCs are not only competing against traditional network carriers, but an increasing number of competitors operating under a low-cost business model, in an industry characterized by low margins.

The low-cost strategy also varies between companies, and airlines are constantly searching for new ways to cut costs. One example is Ireland based Ryanair, who suggested in 2010 to offer standing seats to passengers willing to stand. The suggestion was scrapped due to safety regulations, but later, Chinese carrier Spring Airlines and airline manufacturer Airbus has also researched the idea (Cha 2014). Low-cost carriers will serve as the second of two strategic groups.

Europe

The low-cost model was adopted in Europe where it has the highest penetration rate of any region, reaching 40% in 2015 (IATA 2015c), as seen in Figure 7. The largest LCC in Europe is Ryanair, with 101.4 million passengers transported in
2015, followed by easyJet and Norwegian, transporting 68.6 and 25.8 million passengers respectively (easyJet 2015). Both Ryanair and easyJet have created shareholder value in recent years, which is an unusual achievement in the European airline industry. Ryanair presented net profits of 866.7m€ in 2015, a 66% increase from 2014. Norwegian has grown substantially in the last five years, doubling number of passengers transported from 2010 to 2015, giving it the highest growth rate of the top ten LCCs in the world (Norwegian Air Shuttle 2015).

The fierce competition and low margins in the industry have led many airlines to default and bankruptcy. Of the 43 LCCs that commenced scheduled flight operation within Europe between 1992 and 2012, only 10 remained operational in July 2013 (Budd et al. 2014). This constitutes a 77% failure rate.

Other Regions
The penetration rate of LCCs in the US is low, representing 7.1% of total seats in first quarter 2015, compared to 40.1% in Europe (IATA 2015c). The growth rate is also lower, as well as the number of airlines falling under the category. Despite this, the pioneer of low-cost air travel Texas-based Southwest Airlines, is still the world’s largest LCC and the world’s third largest carrier by number of passengers transporting 129,087 passengers in 2014. (IATA 2015b). There are other US carriers following the same strategy, like SkyWest Airlines and JetBlue Airways.

![LCC market share of total seats 2003-2014](image)

*Figure 7: LCC market share of total seats 2003-2014. Source: (IATA 2015c)*
5.2.2 Potential entrants

New entrants to a market can come from existing airlines expanding to a new market, or new companies being established. Regulatory changes and liberalization have made it easier for airlines to expand operations to new markets. One example of this is the Open Skies agreement between EU and US in 2008, opening the market between the two regions allowing airlines to operate more freely in other countries.

In the past 40 years, 1300 new airlines have been established globally (IATA 2011), out of whom a large proportion has later seized operation from bankruptcies and mergers.

5.2.3 Substitutes

Substitutes to air travel can be viewed from two different perspectives, depending on the purpose. On the one hand, there are other modes of transportation, and on the other hand there are substitutes to travel:

Other modes of transportation

If the sole purpose is to get from A to B, substitutes for air travel will be rail, car and other public transportation, depending on distance and infrastructure. 9.2 billion passengers were transported by rail in the EU in 2014, of which less than 2% were international travel (Eurostat 2015).

The most significant substitute in Europe is high-speed railway, especially for short haul flights. High-speed rail is generally defined as specifically built high speed lines equipped for speeds generally equal to or greater than 250 km/h, and specially upgraded high speed lines equipped for speeds of the order of 200 km/h (UIC 2016). The biggest countries in Europe for high-speed railway are France, Spain, Germany and Italy.

Substitutes to travel

However, if the purpose is a business meeting with someone from another continent, other forms of transportation may not be an option. The largest substitute to air travel in this case is no other means of transportation, but rather substitutes to travel. Most important are phone and videoconferencing (VC) (IBM Global Business Services 2010).
5.2.4 Customers

Leisure and business travellers

The customers in the European airline industry, or in general, can roughly be divided in either leisure travellers or business travellers. As the name suggest, leisure travellers, are travelling with the purpose of leisure such as weekend trips, vacation and visiting friends and family, and similar. These customers are characterized by their highly price sensitive behaviour in addition to their flexibility in regards of date and length of travel (Dresner 2006). Furthermore, Brons et al. (2002) characterise leisure travellers as consumers who aim to maximise the utility derived from air transportation. Other determinants influencing the characterization are travel cost, price of other goods, income and other socioeconomic factors.

Business travellers, on the other hand, are those who are regularly flying as part of their work and these travellers wants high frequency and direct connections to the main airports throughout Europe (Dresner 2006). Additionally, these travellers get their tickets through their own corporate departments or travel agencies. Larger corporations usually aim to purchase tickets for their employees through the same airline or airline alliance, as it gives them benefits as miles or loyalty points, access to lounge and access to same airline network or alliance. Furthermore, a traditional perception of business travellers are their intensive use of FSCs due to their superior ticket-flexibility, higher standard of service and quality and consequently higher ticket prices (Martínez-Garcia, Ferrer-Rosell and Coenders 2012).

Distribution and sale of tickets

The most common channels, who are also customers of the airline industry, are direct sales through website, global distribution systems (GDS), aggregator websites, and travel agencies (IATA 2011). Direct sales through websites have over the last 10-15 years grown enormously as it to some degree reduces the cost of issuing tickets and also bypasses the GDS. It has also broadened the services for the customers with the likes of online check-in, seat selection, issue of ticket and similar. Global distribution system (GDS) is a network that facilitates transaction between the airlines with travel agencies, in which it pulls together the fares on routes and its availability. These GDS’s also provides aggregator
websites with the same data, and in some cases were also owned by the same 
GDS, who would sell tickets directly to the leisure and business travellers. 
*Aggregator websites*, sometimes referred as travel website, is a website allowing 
the potential customer to compare fares and tickets easily and across different 
airlines. It therefore creates price transparency. Additionally, aggregator websites 
also provide customers the opportunity to pick and choose their own packages 
including flights and accommodations, thereby unbundling packages previously 
offered by traditional travel and holiday agencies. *Travel agencies* have been the 
traditional channel for airlines. However, due to the development of direct sales 
through websites and aggregator websites, these channels have become redundant. 
Though, corporate customers are still using travel agencies.

5.2.5 Suppliers

The suppliers in the commercial airline industry include all actors delivering 
products or services to airlines. Traditionally, three groups of suppliers represent 
the highest costs for airlines, namely fuel and oil, aircraft, and labour. Fuel and oil 
represents approximately 29% of all costs, labour 20% and aircraft 16% 
(McCartney 2012). The air transport supply chain also includes airports, airport 
services, sales agents, computer reservation systems (CRS), catering, freight 
forwarders and maintenance, repair and overhaul (MRO).

**Fuel**

Fuel and oil have in the last decade become the highest cost for airlines. Jet fuel is 
a commodity, where price follows the price of crude oil, which since mid 2014 
has been low due to overproduction. The volatility of the oil price has caused 
airline to speculate through fuel hedging based on future price expectations. In 
2000, jet fuel accounted for 15% of airline operating cost, compared to 32% in 
2014 (IATA 2011, 2016a). The implications of this will be discussed in the 
analysis. In 2015, airlines spent $180 billion on jet fuel, which represented 27.4% 
of operating costs.
Aircraft

Globally, there are two major suppliers of medium to large body airframes, namely Boeing and Airbus, with a near 50:50 market share of aircraft orders and deliveries in 2013 (CAPA 2014). Boeing and Airbus delivered 762 and 635 commercial aircraft in 2015 respectively, with a backlog of 5789 and 6831 (Airbus 2016; The Boeing Company 2016a). This represents 7 to 8 years of production for the two manufacturers. Approximately three quarters of the commercial airframes produced by Boeing and Airbus are single aisle, narrow-body frames for replacement or expansion, and the rest twin aisle, wide-body frames meant for long haul. There are other aircraft suppliers on small to medium aircraft, like Bombardier, ATR and Embraer, but at a small scale in comparison.

For a given airframe, customers can usually choose among engines from different manufacturers. Among the biggest engine manufacturers operating globally are CFM, GE, and Rolls Royce (AirInsight 2015). CFM has increased its market share every year by taking most of the market for the new single aisle frames from Boeing and Airbus, while other actors, like Pratt & Whitney has lost market share focusing on older frames. GE and Rolls Royce are both focusing on bigger engines.

Other actors supplying aircraft are commercial aircraft sales and leasing (CASL) companies, marketing used commercial aircraft and equipment. New entrants to the market often lack the financial resources to order new aircraft, and can then lease used aircraft from lessors. The two biggest lessors are GECAS and AerCap, leasing out 1608 and 1279 aircraft respectively, representing 35% of the global CASL business by number of aircraft (Airfinance Journal 2015).

Labour

Labour represents the second highest cost for airlines. Total employment by airlines reached 2,48 million in 2015, representing a cost of $140 billion (IATA 2016a) Ground crew, cabin crew and pilots are often employed in different companies, with separate wage agreements and negotiations. Strong unions have traditionally been associated with the industry. Ground handling services including check-in and baggage handling have traditionally been handled in-house, but are to a larger degree been outsourced in recent years to focus on core
activities (IATA 2011). Other labour costs include administration and marketing and sales.

**Airports**
To use airports, airlines pay fees for gate usage and landing and take-off slots. As the air transport market in Europe has liberalized during the last two decades, airports have adapted, and 80% of European airports are now corporatized businesses (ACI Europe 2016). The largest airports in Europe are London Heathrow Airport, Paris Charles De Gaulle Airport and Frankfurt Airport, working as global hubs where traffic is aggregated from smaller surrounding airports to serve a global network.

5.3 **Performance in the industry**
In the following section, we will discuss and present the general performance in Europe, compare strategic groups and compare to other regions. The main performance indicators are capacity, mostly used to display growth in capacity, production, profitability, and efficiency.

5.3.1 **Key performance indicators**
**Capacity**
Available seat kilometres (ASK) is a basic measure of capacity. Capacity in Europe has had a stable growth in the last decade, and grew by 3,9% from 2014 to 2015. Middle East had the highest growth of any region, with 12,1%, with wealthy investors investing heavily in capacity (IATA 2016a).

The annual growth in air passenger demand has had a stable growth from 2005 to 2015, except from the influence of the financial crisis that reduced growth from 8,8% in 2007 to 1,5% in 2008 to a decline of 1,4% in 2009 before it stabilized again (Statista 2016). This shows how vulnerable the industry is to global crisis, increasing the risk associated with investing in the industry.
Looking at the intra-Europe market, the LCCs are also the ones planning the largest capacity expansion.  

Error! Reference source not found. shows the orders of narrow-body aircraft at six selected airlines, and the percentage of orders compared to current fleet (European Commission 2015). The chart shows that the three LCCs have the highest orders compared to current fleet, with Norwegian Air Shuttle leading with orders of more than two and a half times its current fleet. Narrow-body is the aircraft type used for domestic, intra-EU and other medium-haul routes. The FSCs also has large orders of wide-body aircraft for long-haul (extra-EU) routes (see Exhibit 5: Widebody fleets and orders).

**Production**

Revenue passenger kilometres (RPK) is the basic measure of production, and measures seat kilometres that have passengers, and creates revenue. The production of freight is measured in revenue ton kilometre (RTK). Another measure frequently used is the load factor, which measures production compared to capacity, or what percentage of a flight’s seats that have paying customers in them. The marginal cost of an additional passenger on a flight is relatively low compared to the fixed costs, so airlines takes great measures to ensure the load factor is as high as possible, using different techniques of price differentiation and selecting routes carefully. The average passenger load factor has increased slowly

![Figure 8: Narrowbody fleet and orders by 2015. Source: European Commission 2015](image)
year-by-year, reaching 80% mid-year 2015, while the weight load factor for freight was approximately 67%.

**Profitability**

Profitability can be measured in different ways, depending on the purpose of analysis. From an investor perspective, a basic measure often used is the return on invested capital (ROIC), which in this case shows the after-tax operating leases, expressed as a percentage of invested capital (IATA 2013b). This measure can be ideal for instance when analysing airlines’ ability to attract capital. Figure shows the return on invested capital by region and business model in 2004-2011 compared to the weighted average cost of capital (WACC)\(^1\). With 7.6% compared to 3.6%, the low-cost model has had an advantage over the full service model, although both are below the cost of capital. North America, in comparison, has a lower return. The North American market also has a lower penetration rate of LCCs. In recent years, however, the profitability has improved to some degree especially in North America, due to a higher degree of consolidation through the large mergers mentioned in the previous section.

Another measure of profitability is the after tax profit margin, which shows return on revenues. The table shows the net profit margins in different

---

\(^1\) Weighted average cost of capital (WACC) is the weighted sum of return lenders and equity holders expect when investing money in a company. Shown in the graph is the industry average for airlines in different regions.
regions. Europe has improved, but still has among the lowest margins of 1.3%, far less than the cost of capital, with only Africa below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>2013</th>
<th>2014F</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>North America</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia Pacific</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Europe</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.2</strong></td>
<td><strong>1.3</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: NetMargins by Region 2013-2014, source: CAPA 2015

**Efficiency**

The airline industry and the tourism industry are interdependent in the sense that tourism creates air travel demand, and at the same time, a single new airline route can have a large effect on tourism in an area. Thus, an efficient airline industry would be able to lower costs to attract more travellers to an area, boosting tourism demand and image in an area (Morley 2003).

Compared to the US airlines, studies show that the European airlines have a slight higher efficiency and productivity growth (Assaf and Josiassen 2012). The most important reason for this gap is the high penetration rate of LCCs in the European market, which is the highest of any region in the world, reaching 40% of total seats in 2015, compared to just 7% in the US (IATA 2015c).

This is a result of the deregulations in the 1990s when many new players entered, and the competition intensified. These efficient new competitors were able to compete on price against the traditional network carriers on popular routes. There are now over 200 airlines in Europe, and despite a growth in value creation three times the growth in GDP, airlines have not created enough revenues to pay investors for providing equity capital to the industry (IATA 2013b). The winners are the consumers, due to the consequence of the intense competition and the emergence of LCCs prices have dropped significantly. Also, as demand for air travel increases more routes and higher frequency are established providing a positive spiral effect for travellers.
The industry in Europe has consolidated, although there are regulatory constraints prohibiting further consolidation. Researchers suggest further deregulation is needed to increase consolidation and bring profitability back to the industry (IATA 2015c). Nevertheless, not everyone is destroying value; the ultra LCC Ryanair is the most profitable airline in Europe at the time, with an operating margin of 15.3% in 2015 (Ryanair 2016d). The US industry has consolidated to a much larger degree. Over 53% of the European market is shared between the top six airlines, whereas in the US 46% of the market is shared between two airlines (World Finance 2015). There are several reasons why the consolidation in Europe has not reached the same level as in the US, e.g. differences in language, culture, political risks and government approach to the industry. Regulations are still different between countries, making it difficult to operate freely across borders in many cases. Another factor is the high level of state ownership in FSCs is restricting consolidation across borders. A relevant example is SAS, where Sweden, Denmark and Norway are the three biggest owners. SAS has been seen as a possible target of acquisition for Lufthansa. However, these states have different interests in regards of the hub- airports in the different countries, routes and similar. Therefore, keeping control through their combined majority of shares is important for the states, making consolidation through M&A difficult.

5.3.2 Margins
The European airline industry has generated solid growth over the recent years, with a 6.8% growth in RPK from 2014 to 2015 (mid-year) and has the second highest load factor of 66%, just behind Asia-Pacific which has the highest (IATA 2015a). However, the region also has the highest breakeven load factor of 63.3% mid-year 2015 due to high regulatory costs and low yields caused by the highly competitive open aviation area (IATA 2015a). The margin, although improving, is 2.8% which is significantly lower than the cost of capital (WACC) of around 7%. In the following section of industry analysis, we aim to shed light on the reasons for the low margins, globally and particularly in Europe.
6 Analysis

6.1 Industry analysis
In this section we will examine and discuss the overall European airline industry. This will be conducted through the framework of Porter’s five competitive forces and it will provide the context of the industry.

6.1.1 Threat of new entrants
The threat of new entrants can come from two directions, either new airlines being established, or existing airlines currently operating in a different market.

New established airlines
At first glance, the airline industry looks to have high barriers to entry (Porter 1979b) and is traditionally associated with high capital investments. However, barriers to entry have never been very high compared to other capital-intensive industries. Aircraft can be leased, and there is an abundance of pilots and personnel available. Access to finance and aircraft is probably the most important pre-requisite (CAPA 2016a).

In the past 40 years, around 1300 new airlines have been established globally, an average of 30 each year (IATA 2011). Exact numbers are hard to collate, however, the trend shows three events affecting entry and exit: (1) growth of new entrants increased from the early 80s after deregulation in the US domestic market (1978); (2) it further increased throughout the 90s coinciding with the deregulation in Europe, and; (3) the number of new entrants globally peaked just prior to the global financial crisis, and the number of exits peaked just after. Despite low profitability in the industry and high mortality rate amongst entrants, entry has continued to increase up until a peak of more than 120 entrants annually from 2002 to 2004. The global financial crisis caused a drastic decrease in number of entrants and an increase in number of failures, causing more exits than entries each year from 2007 to 2012, something never experienced before in the industry (CAPA 2016a).

Looking at the last developments in the last decade, FSCs have lost significant ground to newer airlines. The main reason is the emerging low-cost model, as building up an airline with a low-cost focus in every activity has an
advantage over traditional FSCs having built up a company when the industry was more profitable, and focus was on high quality and service rather than on keeping costs down. LCCs penetration rate in Europe has now passed 40%, compared to 20% 10 years ago, as shown in Figure 7 in chapter 0. (IATA 2015c). The barriers for new airlines to enter the industry depend on a few main factors.

**Financing**

First, access to capital. If financing is cheap, the likelihood of new airlines entering is higher. Traditionally, commercial bank loans, leasing and Export Credit Agency (ECA) guaranteed financing have been the most common ways of financing aircraft. ECAs of aircraft manufacturing countries offer guarantees and assurance to cover losses on loans to support the industry, as they consider it important to the national economy. This lowers the barriers to newer and smaller airlines by making it easier to finance aircraft (PwC 2013). This also shifts the trend from buying second hand aircraft from larger airlines, to being able to buy new, more fuel-efficient aircraft. The airline industry has been characterized by low profitability in the last decade. Despite of this, airlines have always managed to find funding for their orders (PwC 2013), and aircraft backlogs have never been higher (The Boeing Company 2016b; Airbus 2016).

**Brand**

Second, brand recognition for incumbent companies raises the barriers. This can work in different ways, depending on a company’s marketing strategy. A brand can be associated with low prices, like Ryanair or EasyJet, or superior quality, like Turkish Airlines or Qatar. This brand recognition has been reduced in recent years, as air travel has become more and more a commodity and airlines with a differentiation strategy risk losing their competitive advantage due to this commoditization. Also, even when customers recognise this differentiation, actually paying a premium is not always preferred. In a survey by IBM Institute for Business value analysis (2010) 57% of respondents perceived airlines to have significant differences, while only 41% were willing to pay 10% more for their favourite provider. Loyalty programs can also increase switching costs, however, these are to an increasing extent tied to alliances instead of single airlines, making switching cost between airlines within an alliance low. Also, the effect these
programs have on customer loyalty has also showed to be moderate (Dowling and Uncles 1997). A recent study on the effects of loyalty programs in the airline industry shows no direct effect on share of wallet for brand-loyal customers, but a higher effect on price seeking customers prone to brand switching (Voorhees et al. 2015).

The emergence of new online global distribution systems (GDS) has also lowered the advantage of brand recognition, lowering the barrier to entry. Traditionally, tickets have been sold through travel agencies working for the major airlines and the airlines’ own web pages. As GDS became more popular such as Expedia, Bing and Google Flights, where customers can search for flights across a number of airlines, the power of brand and control of distribution channels decreased.

**Global expansion of existing airlines**

The biggest threat comes from existing airlines expanding to other markets. They have the supply-side economies of scale associated with the industry, which stabilizes around 50 aircraft (IATA 2011).

This has been the situation in Europe in recent years, where airlines from the Middle East have been expanding from their relative small home markets and taken an increasing part of the long-distance market from Asia. Middle Eastern Airlines such as Emirates, Turkish Airlines, Qatar Airways and Etihad Airways have rich investors, new fleets and score well in international quality rankings (Skytrax 2016). Despite investing heavily in capacity, these airlines are among the most profitable in the world, from a combination of government incentives, lower wages and new fuel-efficient fleets. As seen in exhibit 5, wide-body fleet and orders, the middle eastern airlines Emirates, Qatar, and Etihad has by far the largest orders of wide-body aircraft, which will result in the newest and most fuel efficient wide-body fleets for several years to come, and making them superior competitors in the long-haul market. Emirates currently has the largest current wide-body fleet of 238 aircraft (2015) and the largest order of 270 aircrafts. Middle Eastern airlines experienced a 12% annual growth in 2015, a growth rate that is expected to increase in 2016 (IATA 2016a). The region also has one of the lowest breakeven load factors, making it overall profitable despite low yields. Domestic market strength has been an advantage for European FSCs in the past.
However, deregulation and liberalization have allowed for expansion across borders of LCCs such as Ryanair and easyJet, as well as allowing the strategically positioned Middle Eastern airlines to build a global presence (A.T. Kearney 2013). Gulf carriers have increased weekly international seats from their respective hubs to Europe by 11.7% year-over-year in December 2014 (Cederholm 2014).

In summary, it has never been easier to establish an airline in Europe due to the ease of financing, and the legislation has become easier to deal with. However, as the major airlines in Europe are getting bigger and expanding fast to EMEA areas (Europe, Middle East and Africa) and US it becomes increasingly hard to gain a market share. This comes in addition to the economies of scale that increases up to a fleet of around 100 aircraft.

6.1.2 Threat of substitutes:
Substitutes analysed will be mainly limited to high-speed rail as another mode of transportation, and video conferencing (VC) as a substitute to travel.

Other modes of transportation
High-speed train is the main form of rail that is under expansion in Europe and the only alternative fast enough to have a significant impact on the air travel market in Europe. In regions where high-speed train is available, as it is in large parts of central Europe and UK, this substitution has had a significant impact on the demand for short-haul air travel (IBM Global Business Services 2010), and the presence of high speed rail contributes to lower domestic air passenger traffic (Clewlow, Sussman and Balakrishnan 2014). Supported both by national subsidies and the EU, Europe has added more than 6,000km of high-speed track to the 1,000km in 1990, with thousands of kilometres under construction or planned (The Economist 2015).

Firstly, in Central Europe, high-speed rail has a higher market share than air travel on routes like Paris-Lyon and Madrid-Barcelona (The Economist 2015), and on a global scale, high-speed trains holds a 80% modal split in relation to air travel when travel time by train is less than 2.5 hours (UIC 2016). The growth in medium- and long-haul air travel demand has been higher than the decrease in short-haul demand, partially due to LCCs, making growth in total air travel
demand positive. Also, part of the high growth in high-speed rail is also replacing traditional rail. Looking at the European rail industry as a whole, the average annual growth rate in number of passengers is 2% (Eurostat 2015).

Secondly, as environmental concerns grow, transport and energy policy will also affect the mode of inter-city travel. High speed rail is considered a lower carbon alternative to air travel, especially for short-haul, domestic travel (Clewlow, Sussman and Balakrishnan 2014). There are also studies supporting this claim (Givoni 2007). The Committee on Climate Change (2009) suggested high-speed rail and videoconferencing to be the two major substitutes to air travel in their report on options to reach climate goals by 2050. The Committee found that high-speed rail had the potential for significant modal shift by competing on point-to-point travel time on journeys less than 800km.

Lastly, an issue increasing the threat of substitutes is the low customer satisfaction scores of airlines. Airlines generally score low on customer satisfaction rankings, despite major efforts to improve it. The increased security, the difficulties of booking, risk of losing your luggage, and logistics to and from the airport has stolen much of the time advantages of air travel, and has led travellers to look for other alternatives (IBM Global Business Services 2010).

**Substitutes to travel**

Already in 2009, 60% of surveyed travellers worldwide had to cut travel cost in favour of remote conferencing (Baker 2009). Businesses in many sectors have stricter travel budgets than before, and are increasingly asking employees to fly in economy class. When companies cut costs, travel budget is among the first things they cut (Telegraph 2008). This makes airlines vulnerable to economic fluctuations, giving high bargaining power to these substitutes.

However, research shows that although videoconferencing (VC) is increasing, it will not replace business travel, but rather work as an addition. Recent studies find that frequent travellers are the most positive of replacing travel with VC, and that having dedicated VC rooms enhances it (Julsrud, Hjorthol and Denstadli 2012; Denstadli et al. 2013).

High-speed trains are getting better and the network is becoming more extensive, serving the same need to a large segment of customers. High-speed
trains are acting in many situations as a direct substitute to air transportation, especially on inter-city routes like London to Paris.

6.1.3 Bargaining power of customers
The bargaining power of European airline customers is high. With a fragmented European airline market with over 100 scheduled airlines it has given the customer a better opportunity to find the best service to the lowest cost (Airport Council International 2015; European Commission 2016). Moreover, channels of purchase have become more concentrated as well as increased price transparency of fares and routes, giving GDS and aggregator websites more market power (IATA 2011; Steer Davies Gleave 2012). A majority of the end consumers have become significantly price sensitive and have low switching costs, especially in mature market where new consumers have driven the growth (IATA 2011). Moreover, there is a general low willingness to pay for extra services unrelated to flexibility (Martín, Román and Espino 2008; IATA 2011). Nonetheless, loyalty programmes are still important, especially for business travellers.

Leisure customers
The bargaining power of leisure customers is almost exclusively determined by the price and therefore the willingness to pay is low, hence lower bargaining power. As an individual they show little bargaining power and are without bargaining power to negotiate. Nonetheless, as a group they are able to put severe price pressure on the European airlines. This is due to the nature of today’s fairly homogeneous air transport service provided in Europe, and as the infamous CEO of Ryanair, Michael O’Leary, once stated: “Air transport is just a glorified bus operation” (O’Leary 2002). Within the European industry the service is becoming highly similar across airlines, although some differences occur in each of the strategic groups with LCCs and FSCs.

Furthermore, as the pricing structure is somewhat complex due to price discrimination as consequence of flexibility, total bundle and time of purchase, have given leisure customers the incentive to search for the best price (IATA 2011). This is also accelerated by the development of aggregator sites, such as Expedia, Kayak, Skyscanner and similar, making it easy to find the lowest price, indicating that prices are becoming transparent. In addition, leisure customers use
the flight as a mean and not as an end, to reach their destination. With that in mind a fair amount of the budget of vacation is used to the travel itself, and customers will therefore search for the lowest cost that maximizes their utility. This is further emphasized by the non-transparent extra costs for added services such as baggage, booking fees, priority boarding and similar between airline types, although not in similar strategic group (i.e. Ryanair and EasyJet vs SAS and Lufthansa) (IATA 2011).

Lastly, the switching cost for leisure customers is low. Switching to another airline is low, and loyalty programmes have little effect on those who travel occasionally, unlike business travellers who frequently travel as part of their work. Although, if the customer perceives the loyalty programme as value adding giving extra services it will clearly have a direct impact on the chosen airline and hence also the cost of the flight (Voorhees et al. 2015).

Business customers
The bargaining power of business travellers is lower than the leisure customers, as their switching cost is higher. This is arguable due to operational coordination of large airline networks or alliances, connecting airlines with their hub-and-spoke systems. This is especially apparent with FSCs who have traditionally based their business model on hub-and-spoke, in contrary to LCCs who have focused on a point-to-point model. Also, loyalty programmes have a significant impact on business travellers, as frequent flyer miles create an incentive to be a recurring customer of the respective airline.

However, due to the development of airline routes in Europe and fuelled by the instability of the European economy the last 7-8 years, business travellers have become increasingly price sensitive. This has been supported by the increasing priority of having control of direct costs related to travel expenses (Amadeus 2015). Notwithstanding, the increased cost control reports shows that business travel in Europe is on its rise again as a result of European corporations plan to grow their businesses. In combination, the added value and the premium comfort of flying in business class have gradually decreased and the barrier of business travellers flying exclusively on business class has reduced in Europe. This can mainly be attributed to the lower fares and better route network offered by LCCs as well as the perception and willingness to travel on economy with
these carriers is more acceptable than previously. Additionally, recent initiatives from easyJet and Ryanair show that they have changed their exclusive focus on cost cutting and low prices, and are now also focusing at a larger degree on customer service, adding to the argument that LCCs are aiming for the profitable business market. The geographical distance within Europe also plays a role of business travellers’ willingness to pay vs. comfort. Europe exclusively consist of short to medium haul flights ranging from 45 minutes to a maximum of four hours air time, and in combination of travellers’ perception, have also reduced the necessity to have all types of extra added services like business fares (CWT Solutions Group 2012; SAS 2016). In general, business travellers have today more opportunities to shop-around as their demands have decreased. Hence, higher bargaining power, but lower than the leisure customer.

As the airline network is becoming more extensive, customers have more choices of whom to fly with. This is also fuelled by technology in regards of travel sites making prices more transparent and customers are able to shop around for the cheapest fares.
6.1.4 Bargaining power of suppliers:

Analysing the profitability of the suppliers compared to the airlines themselves, we see that their business partners are, on average, all generating higher ROIC (Figure 10: ROIC and WACC of actors in the airline industry value chain) (IATA 2013b). Travel agents, CRS and freight forwarders are enjoying the highest returns, well above the cost of capital. However, these suppliers represent a relatively small part of an airline’s total cost, so we will analyse suppliers representing the highest costs for airlines, with emphasis on bargaining power.

**Fuel**

The highest variable cost for airlines has traditionally been fuel, although the low oil price has resulted in a drastic change in the current cost structure. Jet fuel price fluctuation highly depending on the crude oil price, as shown in the graph. The correlation is highly linear as seen in Figure. The crude oil price has dropped significantly, starting mid-year 2014, from around US $114 to US $48 per barrel in 7 months.
In January 2016 the price of crude oil was below $30, and market analysts are still not agreeing on whether it has reached the bottom. This adds to the risk of the industry, in writing time it is $40 (Dagens Næringsliv 2016). Successful fuel hedging has traditionally had a moderating effect, but has had limited impact on the overall cost structure. Long-term fuel hedging contracts from prior the price drop is also a factor of high cost for some airlines (Flottau 2015). Recent reports show that the fuel cost for airlines worldwide has been reduced from $226 billion in 2014, to $180 billion in 2015, a drop from 32% to 27% of operating costs, and is estimated to be reduced further this year (IATA 2016a). Airlines are continuing to hedge fuel to reduce risk, although the volatile oil price situation makes the profitability of fuel hedging uncertain. The oil crisis also has some negative effects, especially in regions dependent on the oil industry, like the airports in the Norwegian west coast, which are experiencing a decline in passenger numbers for the first time since the financial crisis in 2008 (Nodeland 2015).

**Aircraft**

The high market concentration, and the fact that the two biggest aircraft suppliers have full order books for the next 7 to 8 years makes bargaining power of aircraft suppliers high. New aircraft are also 70% more fuel efficient than 40 years ago and 20% more fuel efficient than 10 years ago, due to new technology and lighter
As fuel has represented the highest cost for airlines in the last decade, and given the low profit margins in the industry, airlines operating a newer fleet hold a solid competitive advantage over those operating older fleets. This has increased the cost of operating an older fleet, and is also a factor contributing to both airframe and engine manufacturers high bargaining power. The currently low fuel price has reduced this advantage to some degree, and even extended the lifetime of some older fleets, as the importance of fuel efficiency has been reduced (Flottau 2015). Also, if we look at Figure 10: ROIC and WACC of actors in the airline industry value chain, we see that aircraft manufacturers had a ROIC of 7% between 2004 and 2011, above airlines, but below their cost of capital of between 9% and 11%. This suggests aircraft manufacturers have not been able to fully utilise their advantage of their high bargaining power. This could partly be accredited to the financial crisis, resulting in a reduction in new orders and increase in cancellations. Adjusted for cancellations, Boeing received a net total of 142 orders in 2009, compared to 1413 in 2007, a 90% reduction in two years (The Boeing Company 2016b). Airbus experienced a similar downturn. Another factor for this low ROIC is the fierce competition between Boeing and Airbus. Switching costs are high for airlines, and they aim to use a streamlined fleet consisting of similar aircraft especially within one size sector, to achieve scale advantages on maintenance and flexibility between routes. Winning a large order can secure future business for manufacturers, which makes them willing to reduce prices close to break even.

**Labour**

Perhaps the most difficult supply factor is linked to the strong labour unions associated with the industry. If only a small group of employees goes on strike, it can paralyze the whole operation of the company, which gives employees increased leverage. A recent example is Lufthansa’s flight crew strike September 2015, grounding over 113 000 passengers (Euronews 2015). The old FSCs can have costly union agreements from the more profitable 1980s when there was less competition and higher level of government ownership. There are often different unions depending on type of staff like pilots, flight crew and ground crew. In airport hubs, unions tend to be local monopolies, holding high bargaining power due to the vulnerability of the hub-and-spoke system (IATA 2011).
There are large differences between wage levels in different regions, which initially affect airlines’ competitiveness in a market that is becoming increasingly globalized. One airline that aims to take advantage of these differences is Norwegian Air International (NAI), a subsidiary of Norwegian Air Shuttle (NAS) founded in 2014. The new airline, being referred to as a “flag of convenience” airline, has acquired an Irish Air Operator’s Certificate (AOC) to serve trans-Atlantic routes using aircrews hired through agencies in China to keep costs down (Harvey and Turnbull 2014). With no plans of operating out of Ireland, NAI’s Irish AOC is a way to both avoid Nordic labour rules and exploit EU-US open skies agreement, since Norway is not part of the EU. NAI has met resistance from labour unions and competitors from both sides of the Atlantic, accusing the company of planning social dumping, in addition to the US Department of Transportation (DOT), postponing a ruling in NAI’s foreign air carrier permit application. At time of writing, DOT has issued a tentative decision before the final hearing, being positive to NAI’s foreign air carrier permit (Lorentzen 2016).

Airport
Airports grants access to a surrounding transportation network, and have often little direct competition from surrounding airports or substitutes. Especially for larger hub airports, this gives them high bargaining power over airlines. Where the liberalization in the industry has resulted in fierce competition and lower airfares among airlines, airports are not subject to the same threat of new entrants. This can be seen through the high prices charged at large main airports in Europe, where LCCs are forced to use smaller, secondary airports with cheaper gate usage and take-off and landing fees. Airports in Europe have taken advantage of this high market power, continuously increasing charges to airlines even throughout the financial crisis (IATA 2013a).

Overall, airlines have become more locked-in with aircraft manufacturers, as they want to have one type of aircraft on intra-Europe routes, in combination with 7-8 years of backlog among suppliers increasing their bargaining power over airlines. Moreover, airlines have reached its ceiling of scale economies and in combination constraints by labour unions, airports, and other specialised suppliers, making it harder for airlines to shop around for the lowest prices.
6.1.5 Intensity of rivalry

Intensity of rivalry in the European airline industry is characterized by a high degree of competition. This can largely be attributed to the deregulations of the European airline industry in the late 1980s and early 1990s, as the industry has traditionally been characterized by tight regulation and little competition. As a consequence of the deregulations coming into force there were 80% more flights in 2014 compared to 1990 (European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 2016). The high and intense competition in the European market is further emphasised through the low EBIT margin in % of revenue, as it is greatly lower than its peer – the North American market.

Furthermore, there are several key determinants defining the intensity of rivalry. In this section we will examine the common characteristics, while in later sections we will investigate the factors relevant for the various strategic groups.

**Intense price competition among European carriers**

After the deregulation, the European airline industry has started to compete head-to-head in the competition of customers. This is a combination of both customers becoming more price sensitive and too much overall capacity, i.e. too many aircrafts in the market (Roland Berger 2015). The result is increased competition among the companies competing exclusively on the intra-European market, hence reduced financial performance.
Lack of differentiation is another implication of the features of rivalry. In general, other industries have been able to differentiate their products and services through branding and marketing, difference in quality, technical features and similar. Previously, this differentiation existed to some degree, however, over time European airlines competitive choices have led to disappearance of differentiation. The core transportation services offered throughout the intra-European airline market is not, to a large enough degree, differentiated across the respective airlines, although some slight alterations are present depending on LCC and FSC and their respective classes. Nonetheless, today’s flying within Europe has become nothing more than a “glorified bus operation”, making the airlines to a large degree compete solely on price (O’Leary 2002).

Overcapacity
Another determinant for overall intensity of price competition in the European airline market is the excess capacity (Roland Berger 2015). This is based on airlines sequential strategic moves. At its core, airlines first determine their total capacity, hence their airline fleet, by ordering several years ahead as a consequence of delivery lag. In this process, the airlines decide which features to include on their aircrafts. In addition, airlines need to choose where to allocate their capacity throughout different connections in Europe and this is decided six months in advance (IATA 2011). Moreover, the pricing mechanism in the industry is another factor that influence the competition in the industry. As the prices for each connection is set through frequent adjustments and market transparency, it is difficult to differentiate itself from its competitors. This is further supported by the choices in regards of capacity as sustainable prices and fares are determined by the earlier choices in sizes of the aircraft fleet (IATA 2011).

The overcapacity can also be related in the context of exiting and downsizing. Exiting and downsizing are two key corrections as unhealthy firms will do radical changes in order to survive. If not, they will exit the market. However, in the European airline industry the capacity in regards of aircrafts stays too long in the market. This is a consequence of the leverageable nature of the aircraft, as it can easily be deployed in different markets. Subsequently, this feature is also the reason why banks, aircraft suppliers and leasing companies
provide financing as they use the aircraft as physical collateral (IATA 2011). Moreover, membership in alliances may also stop airlines to exit specific markets. Allies may provide cheap financing to avoid exiting, in which the rationale is to prevent competing airlines and alliances to gain ground on that specific market. Therefore, unprofitable firms may be artificially stalled to exit the market.

The dramatic fall in prices crude oil, hence lower fuel prices, says something about the price as it would also increase the capacity and therefore reduces the prices.

![Jet fuel and crude oil price](https://example.com/jet-fuel-and-crude-oil-price.png)

**Figure 13: Jet fuel and crude oil price. Source: IATA 2016**

Although, most airlines are bounded to fuel hedging they are still restrained to their long-term fuel prices (PWC 2015). They can however adjust in the short run by adding more trips to their network, more specifically flights which were too expensive to operate earlier becoming profitable.

**Economies of scale**

The size of airline’s fleet has also another implication, namely the economies of scale of buying aircrafts. The more aircrafts you buy, the bigger discount you will receive and lower marginal costs per passengers by operating larger aircrafts. However, this is also a risky strategy applied by the airlines in Europe. In order to take advantage of larger aircrafts you need high load factor and therefore operate connections with high demand, although high capacity on specific routes may
have a negative effect in periods of low demand. Hence, airlines are facing a problem of trade-off, as of acquiring too much capacity in order to operate connections which only covers the marginal cost and not the cost of capital incurred (IATA 2011). Additionally, the consequences of prices being forced down, to the marginal cost in order to fill the cost, will intensify the competition as they will start a price-war.

The excess capacity and economies of scale can also be analysed in the context of new entrants or expansion. For instance, easyJet made major expansions in 2007 which first came into effect in 2008 (easyJet 2008). They expanded their operations with 28.0% from 2007 to 2008 with a ASK of 55 687 million with a load factor of 81.4%. This is equivalent to a cost per ASK 5,1 cent. British Airways had in the same period an increase 0.8% in their ASK, totalling 149 545 million and a load factor of 75.6% (British Airways 2011). Their cost on the other hand were significantly higher than easyJet, more specifically 31% higher, as British Airways cost per ASK were 6,6 cents. This has also been the case with Norwegian and SAS. In both cases, smaller airlines have challenged the mature and high-cost player, and instead of realizing their loss of market share and capacity they, and other FSCs, have instead increased their capacity. As a consequence, we have in the past years seen mergers, like British Airways and Iberia in 2010, as a strategic move in order to compete with low-cost airlines (Press Association 2010)

In summary, with the large number of European airlines the competition is in general very high. This is also fueled by customers’ price sensitivity and somewhat homogeneous services offered by the airlines.

6.2 Strategic group analysis
In this section we will investigate in-depth the factors that differ between strategic groups. This will be conducted and applied through the framework of five forces, nonetheless we are applying the framework on each of the two strategic groups, namely full services carriers (FSCs) and low cost carriers (LCCs). We will therefore discuss how the competition differs between the two strategic groups in relation to suppliers, customers, potential entrants, substitutes and the internal rivalry among the competitors in each of the strategic groups. By applying this framework with the concept of strategic groups we will get a deeper
understanding of the dynamics within and between strategic groups and in this case between full-service carriers (FSC) and low-cost carriers (LCCs)

6.2.1 Barriers to entry in the strategic groups
As the European airline market has developed into more mature stages, the harder it has become to enter any of the strategic groups, namely the groups of LCCs and FSCs. Although the financing is cheap and access is easier, it still requires a significant amount of resources to enter any of these strategic groups. Moreover, factors preventing new firms to enter either of these two groups, are the brand recognition as customers have clear preferences (Peterson 2010). Nonetheless, historical statistics shows that over 1300 airlines have been established over the last 40 years, in which few have managed to successfully entered the LCC or FSC group, or the group domestic flying or other niches. The majority of new entrants fell in between and simply did not get enough momentum to continue operations. Norwegian Air Shuttle, of 2002, was one of the last significant entrant into the LCC group. It is thus believed that recent entrants into the European market, now searches for niches as they will avoid competing head-to-head to either of these groups. This is further cemented by the founder of California Pacific Airlines Ted Vallas: “If you have a niche, the rewards are great” (Mouawad 2012). Based on the aforementioned, it is consequently more value-adding to examine the mobility barriers of moving to and from LCCs' strategic group and FSC strategic group.

In recent years a common behaviour among European FSCs, are airlines moving into new strategic groups. A recent example is Lufthansa and its low-cost subsidiaries of Germanwings and Eurowings, operating exclusively in the strategic group of LCCs (Lufthansa Group 2015). The acquisition of Eurowings and Germanwings in late 2005 is perceived as a response to the LCCs’ growth. By acquiring a LC, it would make more strategically and financially sense, rather than restructuring their entire main carrier in order to compete head-to-head with the likes of EasyJet and Ryanair. Restructuring of an airline in order to cut cost is a major mobility barrier of switching strategic group.
A key driver for restructuring is the age of the aircraft fleet. A common pattern is LCCs relatively young fleet of aircraft, characterized by its efficient design, low operating cost including low and efficient use of fuel, and low emissions (European Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) 2016). This gives LCCs a clear cost advantage. On the contrary FSCs like Lufthansa and British Airways have a rather old and less efficient aircraft fleet across the board.

This is further underlined by LCCs efficient aircrafts by fleet consisting of 326 Boing 737-800 with a high density seating of 189 seats instead of 162 seats and two-class seating configuration traditionally used by FSCs. This would mean lower fuel burn and emissions per seat-kilometre flown (Ryanair 2015). In combination with more seats and lower operational costs, LCCs typically also achieve a higher load factor than FSCs. This further helps maintain their profit advantage over FSCs.

Subsequently, this forces every European FSCs to become leaner and more efficient. This coincides with research conducted on strategic groups, arguing that when firms in a strategic group adopt strategies that are better positioned to the market condition, they will receive returns higher than the industry average, and as a consequence, other firms in other strategic groups will move towards this strategic group (Fiegenbaum, McGee and Thomas 1988).
This is a consequence of FSCs over decades have developed and built up complex processes that are costlier than the streamlined processes of LCCs (PwC 2015). For example, FSCs have sophisticated and complex models of how to place orders, handle transfer of passengers, how to price connection, handle baggage between two or more flights, whether to hold a flight for delayed passengers and so on (PwC 2015). These systems, among others, are delicately designed and have several layers of embedded complexity. The high cost structure of FSCs vs. the fundamentally lower cost structure of LCCs represent mobility barriers impeding entry to the respective group (Caves and Porter 1977).

In order to deal with the increase price pressure Lufthansa, for instance, has kept food and beverages and checked-in luggage on some distances in Europe. Moreover, they have increased the prices on these tickets while at the same time introduced no-frills tickets on intra-Europe routes through Eurowings. In recent years SAS have removed the perks of free food and beverages, while kept any extra service at a bare minimum. Moreover, they have introduced several new classes of fares, and now recently SAS Go Light with no extra services (SAS 2015). These measurements from the FSCs can be attributed to an unsustainable cost per available kilometre (CASK). As FSCs differentiation techniques becoming less value adding and passengers less willing to pay for theses extra services, the CASK is becoming even more important (C.S 2013).

![CASK of selected airlines, 2006-2015. Source: Authors analysis based on respective annual reports](image)

Figure 15: CASK of selected airlines, 2006-2015. Source: Authors analysis based on respective annual reports
The CASK of the largest European FSCs compared to the largest LCCs shows significant differences in unit cost, as shown in Error! Reference source not found.. As the CASK represents the cost efficiency of different airlines, it is no surprise that LCCs has a superior CASK than the FSCs. As they both compete, in most cases, for the same type of passengers. Although FSCs attracts more business travellers than LLCs, FSC were forced to initiate major measures to cope with this cost gap. Moreover, the FSCs were also strained to keep the same business model and streamline their operations; they entered the strategic group of LCCs by acquisitions or by internal growth.

This is evident with Lufthansa’s acquisition of Eurowings and Germanwings, IAG with the acquisition Vueling in 2012 as they would bring a low-cost platform and stronger presence in Spain. Another example is Air France-KLM acquisition of Transavia in 1991 and being transformed into a LCC in the early 2000s. These acquisitions and internal developments can be perceived as a consequence of EasyJet and Ryanair’s rapid growth, as well as an easier entry into their strategic group. Historical figures show a rapid growth.

Figure 16: Passengers carried and Load factor. Source: Ryanair and easyJet annual reports 2001-2005
Therefore, instead of restructuring their entire core operation they were forced to enter the strategic group of LCCs with a new entity, separated from their flag carrier. Meaning they could leverage their own resources, e.g. bargaining power of aircrafts, airport slots, while at the same time streamline their processes.

In addition, for LCCs the physical centrality of airports may also impede these carriers to move into the FSCs strategic group. As a major part of FSCs business model is to fly to cities’ main airport, they differentiate themselves from LCCs in this aspect. On the contrary, LCCs focus on the flying to airports on the periphery of cities, as it will give the LCCs more bargaining power.

**Brand recognition and perception**

Brand recognition and preference are additional barriers impeding both LCCs and FSCs to easily moving from one strategic group to another. As the European airline industry has been dominated by 3 large FSCs and a couple of large LCCs in the recent years, they have built up brands that are intangible assets for the airlines. This is evidently hard to replicate for any potential entrants, either from another strategic group or a new entrant.

    easyJet and Ryanair have created a perception and communicated a brand with a clear message: “We are a cheap airline, nothing else”. Historically, their customer service has been infamously supported by their excess fees and extra cost. Passengers that are forced to pay extra fees for overweight or overdue check-in at the airport receive no sympathy by their fellow passengers or the flight crew. This is the expectation and perception of flying with an ultra low-cost carrier. Accompanied by a remainder of a very low price compared to FSCs, no one should expect anything else than what they pay for. On the contrary, when FSCs are adopting similar prices and services they are victim of public criticism and scrutiny for their bad quality of services. Customers have clear preference of what offers and services a LCC and a FSC should have.

    With airlines streamlining their process and actions of becoming more lean, the FSCs offer lower prices to serve the demand. For instance, customers at a FSC like Lufthansa are now increasing their seat density from 168 to 180 in their new fleet portfolio of Airbus A320neo, though reducing the leg-room hence lower comfort (Kaminski-Morrow 2016). With the aforementioned slicing of several services like checked luggage, food and beverages and similar, they are also
restructuring their inflight classes. FSCs often offer “Economy Plus” or “Premium Economy” services offering similar services to those found in the old “Economy” class. Although it sounds reasonable in theory, it does not take into account the perception of the customers. As the perception of brands are mental pictures of their expectation of the services´ airlines offers, and is basically the foundation of which experiences and decisions are made upon, it becomes a negative experience (Serusi 2016). Within the group of LCCs they all have a clear image and communicated through a clear message of what to expect – “fly cheap from A to B”. With this expectation in mind before boarding, they are mentally prepared for any issue or trouble potentially lurking. Although in most cases the passengers do not encounter these troubles. Basically, the low-cost airlines deliberately under-promise and over-delivers and creates a positive brand experience.

On the other hand, FSCs are facing the opposite problem. Customers have a mental image, through massive advertising like “flying in quality” and are promoting a superior experience, giving passengers the perception that they will fly in much more luxurious conditions compared to a LCC. Once on-board they are negatively surprised as the airlines under-delivers on its brand promise (Serusi 2016). FSCs are therefore facing a crucial identity challenge. Firstly, they cannot abandon their advertising and communication strategy of high quality service due to their dependency on business travellers, frequent fliers and passengers embedded in the loyalty programs. Secondly, they must also handle the increased competition from LCCs with caution, and they are moving into new low-cost long-haul operations and business classes with business fares and features. It is therefore argued that FSCs must communicate a clear and honest message about their brand and accept that they are not a LCCs. Additionally, removing features of services is neither an optimal solution. However, the way FSCs in Europe have dealt with this is through new subsidiaries - Vueling, Transavia and Eurowings – and kept a clear distance from their parent company and at the same time initiated cost cutting and streamlined process.

Overall, as passengers have a mental image of what LLCs and FSCs is, it makes it hard to alter these mental images and expectations. It may therefore indicate that LLCs may only enhance the image and perception positively by adding more value-adding services. On the contrary, FSCs are taking a major risk when they remove services and may change passengers perception negatively.
LCC response

While FSCs have faced the identity and brand crisis, LCCs have been, to a large degree, loyal to their core competence and business model, although they have now started to slightly reposition themselves in the market. The frontrunners of the LLCs are easyJet and Ryanair and both have initiated a more customer centric and relationship based approach. Ryanair has for instance launched “Always Getting Better” plan. The initiative focused on improving every touchpoint for the customer. This included better online check-in, mobile booking, smoother and better boarding processes and friendlier on-board service (Edelman 2016). Moreover, Ryanair also initiated more FSC features and services like allocated seating and a second free carry-on bag. The negative experience of high excess fees on printing boarding pass on-site and overweight of luggage have also been removed or significantly reduced. Moreover, Ryanair has also moved closer to what FSC offers of services in their intra-Europe routes with their new “Business Plus” class. This includes free checked-in luggage, flexible ticket with unlimited changes and priority seating (Edelman 2016). As a result of the introduction of “Always Getting Better” Ryanair has seen an increase of passengers from 80 to 110 millions (CAPA 2016b). The load factor has also increased by 10% representing 20 extra passengers on every Ryanair flight (Hobbs 2016). Overall, the “Always Getting Better” programme has attracted millions of new customers and improved the load factor, customer service and their offerings. Consequently, they are now moving closer to the services and features of FSCs’ products on inter-Europe routes. It is argued that Ryanair is in the phase of repositioning and therefore also trying to change passengers’ perception.

easyJet has initiated similar measures as Ryanair. As of 2010 easyJet initiated a repositioning from being a pure LCC competing head-to-head with Ryanair among others. They changed their model to become a customer-centric and affinity-driving brand, “Europe by easyJet” (Marketing Society 2014). This was driven by focusing on emotional equity building advertising, rather than advertising themselves as pure LCC. Their goal was to improve the perception of the brand, which they also did.

As a part of their repositioning easyJet also introduced the Flexi fare aiming to attract more business travellers, especially from their biggest domestic rival British Airways. The Flexi fare resembles in many ways the FSCs business
fare on intra-European routes, with features like unlimited free date changes, 1 piece of checked-in luggage, fast-track security and similar. Moreover, as of 2010 business travellers only accounted for 5% of their passenger, however, with the new initiative of Flexi fare easyJet has over 20% business travellers of their total passenger.

Overall, easyJet’s initiative to move away from being a pure LCC has been successful. They have benefited of their lean and low-cost structure, but are now also appealing to a larger segment with emphasise on business travellers. This is further supported by the change of brand preference among their customer, and is changing customers perception positively.

In summary, barriers to enter into strategic groups are faced mainly by potential entrants either entering the group of LCCs or FSCs. The key-take away is FSCs are moving into similar business as LCCs with their subsidiaries, and at the same time cutting costs in all aspects of their operations. The main barriers facing FSCs include higher customer expectations and a fundamental difference in price structure compared to LCCs.

On the other hand, LCCs are trying to establish themselves in the more profitable market of long-haul services, as well as adding more options and services to their main operations to take a larger part of the more demanding customers, as well as business customers. LCCs are also facing issues related to their reputation, but have managed to take an increasing part of the market, as
discussed in earlier chapters.

6.2.2 Threat of substitutes to the strategic groups

Video conference is to some degree impeding actors in one strategic group to move to another. Video conference may substitute any potential business meeting as it serves the same purpose as of physical business meeting (Denstadli et al. 2013). As the majority still makes their business travel with FSCs it will make the transition harder to the group of LCCs. Everyday business travellers may feel going down 1 class of comfort on their travel as a discomfort, and may very well prefer video conference instead of flying with a LCC. It is therefore suggested that video conference for business travellers becomes more important in the future as it will save the employees’ time and the employers resources.

High-speed trains taking over

![Figure 19: Passengers carried between capitals. Source: Eurostat 2015](image)
Eurostar and Thalys. In 2015 3.4 million passengers flew from London to Paris, Paris to Amsterdam or Paris to Brussels. With the new Eurostar high-speed train, it may act as a substitutable on some routes, as the convenience is higher due to less time spent at the airport and transportation to and from the city centre - as the Eurostar brings you straight into the city centre. In the following examples are a sample of high-speed rails with connection to European capitals versus flying, with outbound departure 8th of June and inbound arrival 15th of June. It takes, in travel time, in total 125 min from central station to the airport, flying from London to Paris, and with train to the city centre. In comparison it takes 150 min with Eurostar from London central station to Paris central station. However, time used at the airport is not accounted for or any slack nor a potential time buffer. Interestingly the price is lower with the high-speed train than the flight. The most interesting result is the travel time, as the high-speed rails are fast and efficient, it may serve as a substitute for business travellers. In some cases, the high-speed train is also cheaper than the flight and might become the number service on shorter distances like the ones in the table.

Air travel vs. High speed rail, 8-15 June 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>8-15 June</th>
<th>Flight</th>
<th>Connection (train)</th>
<th>Total min.</th>
<th>Price €</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>London to Paris</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paris to Amsterdam</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>130</td>
<td>106</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brussel to London</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>184</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eurostar min.</td>
<td>150</td>
<td></td>
<td>121</td>
<td>n.a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thalys min.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>n.a</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Comparison of flying vs train. Source: authors own analysis, based on Eurostar and Thalys 2016.

Although, this may just account for the fraction of the total passengers travelled on the route, high-speed trains may be the future for travelling between the major cities in Europe as the physical accessibility is more convenient. Additionally, high speed train may also gain more traction as a consequence of the increased emphasis on pollution and emissions hence more environmental taxes, and subsequently making it more attractive to use high-speed train instead of flying.

The most prominent substitute, especially for FSCs and their business travellers, are high-speed trains. They are priced similarly to FSC fares, but are in
many situations cheaper and more time efficient than flying. High-speed trains may also act as a direct substitute for LCCs.

6.2.3 Bargaining power of suppliers and relation to the strategic groups

The bargaining power of suppliers applies in many ways the same to each of the strategic groups. Although, there is some difference throughout the industry a common characteristic among the LCCs are their use of secondary airports in major cities. For instance, Ryanair flies to 5 of the 15 biggest airports in Europe, while easyJet services 8 of 15 (Ryanair 2016b; easyJet 2016). By landing to secondary and smaller airports LCC gains a bigger bargaining power towards the airport, hence reduces their landing and take-off fees, security fees and parking fees. Also, when practical, these airports contributes to less expensive facilities, less convenient gates and use of outdoor boarding gates instead of the more expensive alternatives (Ryanair 2016a). But most importantly, by having a large share of the annual traffic of the airport LCCs are able to negotiate discounted fees by promising and delivering a set amount of passenger traffic. This reduces their overall operational cost while increasing their profit.

Furthermore, an issue arising today is the landing taxes and take-off taxes issued by the governments throughout Europe (Ryanair 2016a). For instance, Ryanair was affected by the Irish government’s introduction of an additional fee of 10€ departing from Irish airports with routes longer than 300km. This tax is also evident in the likes of Germany, Austria, Italy and UK, ranging from 8€ to 25€ (Ensor 2013; Ryanair 2016a). Although, this tax applies to all incumbent airlines of the respective airport, it certainly does have large impact on LCCs total fare ticket as the landing fee constitute a large part of the total amount. Moreover, as the bargaining power of customers is exponential and even a small increase of the already low-cost fares will have a negative impact. A similar tax, a seat charge, is introduced in Norway and in combination with exponential bargaining power have led to the cease of all operations at Rygge Airport, Norway, commencing 1. November 2016 (Janiszewski and Lichtenstein 1999; Ekeseth and Havnes 2016). As a part of the termination of the contract, Rygge Airport will be forced to cease all operations entering into force 1. November 2016. This has led to nationwide discussion whether to introduce this tax or not, as it will lead to directly and indirectly 1000 job losses and cease of 1,6 million passengers.
Consequently, indicating the bargaining power of LCCs, and in this case Ryanair, of their use of secondary and smaller airports close to major cities.

On the contrary, FSC are landing at the major airports in close proximity to the corresponding city. An extra fee like the landing tax will, however, have different effect as customers are more accustomed to higher prices compared to LCCs. Although, it will hurt them financially they will not cease any operations as it applies to all the airlines landing at the respective airports and countries with extra fee.

**Aircraft**

The type of aircraft also has an impact of suppliers bargaining power. LCCs tend to have one type of aircraft used throughout their entire fleet. Ryanair only uses Boeing 737-800 for their operations, with a fleet of over 300 aircrafts (Ryanair 2016c). easyJet follows similar strategy and only operates aircrafts from the Airbus A320 family, exclusively Airbus A320 and A320neo (easyJet 2015). Norwegian Air Shuttle also operates just one type of aircraft for their short-haul routes by operating over 100 Boing 737-800 aircrafts (Norwegian Air Shuttle 2016). The underlying reason of LCCs consistently use of one type of aircraft can be attributed to the substitutability of the aircraft and maintenance. By having one type of aircraft it can easily be taken out of operation, as part of maintenance, and replaced by an identical aircraft with the same seat configurations and specifications (Hough 2011). Moreover, it makes training of crew and pilots easier as they only know how to service one type of flight. Educating pilots for different types of aircraft is a costly fee for airlines. FSCs like Lufthansa, British Airways and Air France-KLM, on the other hand, uses a mix of Airbus A320 family, Boeing 737 family and Embraer 190 and 195. Although, this is part of their nature of being a FSC as they fly regional, short-haul and long-haul they need aircrafts that can be easily switched from one geographical market to another. Though, cost in relation of training pilots and crew to the different aircrafts are a necessity.

**Labour**

Employee differences have perceptually been homogeneous throughout the industry, in which cabin crews and pilots could easily switch from the likes of easyJet to British Airways and vice versa. In the latter years’ low-cost airlines are
constructing working contracts with few social benefits and advantages compared to the former ones (Bachman and Matlack 2015). Ryanair has several contractor agreements leasing pilots and crews, avoiding taxes and social benefits, although at the same time creating huge debate whether this is ethical right. Nonetheless, through these kind of actions further boost the perception of being a LCC, making it even harder for anyone to enter their strategic group.

Overall, suppliers still have high bargaining power towards both the group of LCCs and FSCs. However, LCCs are trying to reduce their bargaining power by initiating long-term contract and shop-around for the lowest labour costs. FSCs are traditionally associated with stronger unions, decreasing their bargaining power against pilots, air crew, ground crew and similar compared to LCCs.

6.2.4 Bargaining power of customers and strategic groups

The gross national income (GNI) in Europe has increased over the last 10 years. Consumers have higher purchasing power than before suggesting more resources to travelling. Nevertheless, flying has over time become a commodity in Europe as passengers’ perception has also changed. As air travel itself was earlier a part of the experience of the trip, especially, for leisure customers this has somewhat changed and is now just a mean to get to their destination. Extra value added services like priority boarding, meals and beverages have become less important, and price, or the cost of the ticket, is the most valued attribute to the air travel (Hugh Morris 2015). Moreover, the introduction of travel websites like expedia.com and kayak.com has increased the transparency of prices making it easier for customers to shop around after the best offer. The importance of travel websites is further fuelled by the price sensitivity of customers making the intra-European competition in many ways a matter of competition of the lowest cost. This particularly applies for leisure customers, as they have to pay for the fare themselves. In contrast, business travellers’ journey is paid by their company.

Traditionally, business travellers have exclusively flown with FSC due to their network, comfort and loyalty programmes. However, as a consequence of the economic crisis, the travel budget was one of the first budget posts that were cut. This also changed the perception of companies’ willingness to pay for their employees’ business travel and control of direct costs were their number one priority (Amadeus 2015). Amadeus’ research show that 85% of the respondents’
priority was control of costs, while 76% said security was the most important factor and 50% agreed upon that a complete overview of the expenses was the most important factor. Not surprisingly, the comfort of the business traveller was not a priority. This further suggests LCCs are becoming more relevant for companies, as they operate with lower costs. With passengers leaning toward flying with LCCs they have increased their market position tremendously and has today over 40% market share of all intra-Europe flights (Azerad and Ibanez 2016). This is an increase of 15% since 2006!

As customers have become more familiarised with digital tools like travel websites increasing the price transparency as well as their bargaining power, FSC have used loyalty programmes to incentivise customers to fly with them - decreasing their bargaining power. However, in recent years LCCs such as Ryanair, easyJet and Norwegian have launched their own loyalty programmes in order to customise passengers’ experience and “lock them in”, making them have one preferred airline. Thus, trying to decrease their ability to shop-around and decrease their bargaining power.

Overall, bargaining power of customers has changed over the last decade. Previously customers had the choice to either fly with LCCs or FSCs. As these two strategic groups have moved closes to each other, the same type of customers are now able to choose among them all giving them, more or less, the same type of value.

In general business travellers have flown with FSC due to their connections, while leisure travellers have used LCCs. This has roughly been the consensus. However, with the change of perception among customers both for business and leisure travellers they have started to shop-around for the lowest prices. It has therefore pressured airlines to lower their prices, making the selection of routes and airlines larger.

6.2.5 Intensity of rivalry

Previously, LCCs were mainly an alternative to the FSCs in Europe offering lower fares and point-to-point flying. Over time the competition has changed as customers are becoming more indifferent whether to fly with LCC or FSC. This is further supported by carriers’ competition of business travellers. Before, the differentiation of services and products between LCCs were existing, which was
also the main characteristic among FSCs – FSC had in-flight services. Actors in the group of LCCs and FSCs offered distinct services, at least this was the common perception of customers. LCCs competed mainly for leisure travellers and in many aspects neglected the typical business traveller. With easyJet and Ryanair as the most prominent actors in the LCC group they have occupied a large market share exceeding 40% with a rather high profit margin compared to FSCs (Azerad and Ibanez 2016). Fuelled by extensive growth in passengers’ demand, they have recently been witness to the successful entry of Norwegian Air Shuttle.

Moreover, their large profit margin can be addressed to the low-cost per ASK and lean processes. FSCs on the other hand have historically faced tougher conditions. With premium prices on fairly equal services, FSCs have had trouble of differentiate themselves throughout their strategic group. Additionally, extensive operational costs and economic downturn have neither aided a healthy and sustainable competition. The economic downturn had severe impact in the European airline industry, especially for the FSCs. As a large portion throughout the group of FSCs consist of business travellers, this type of passengers became less in demand as a consequence of their travel budgets were sliced. Embedded in high fixed costs, FSCs arguably were forced to cut costs in order to not go bankrupt. Subsequently, as a result of the economic crisis, the customers became more price sensitive in which over 56% believes price and the cost of the fare is the most important factor when booking a flight (Hugh Morris 2015). FSC, on the contrary, not only attracted leisure customers but also business travellers. Flying has become more like a bus operation, this is not the case anymore and business travellers are becoming more open to fly with LCCs (O‘Leary 2002).

These factors have led to an extensive price competition in the following years. We are still, today, witness to extensive cost cutting and restructuring with the aim to become more efficient and make leaner processes.

Over time, as the two strategic groups have tended to move closer to each other, further supported by customers’ perception, the rivalry has intensified. This is due to, as explained earlier, the change of both LCCs and FSCs - in which LCCs have strengthen their brand identification and FSCs have tried to strengthen their cost position. LCCs and FSCs are today, to a large degree, in two
overlapping strategic groups in regards of the intra-European competition and its customers.

In summary, the competition between LCCs and FSCs has intensified. LCCs are adding more services, while FSCs are removing their services in which both strategic groups are becoming similar. They are now, arguably, moving into the same strategic group in the intra-European market.
7 Conclusion (summarize)

In this thesis we have discussed and analysed the effects of structural changes in strategic groups in the European Airline Industry. This has been done from the perspective of strategic group theory and mobility barriers. The industry has been analysed through Porter’s five forces framework. This chapter will summarize our findings and conclusions in the same order as the analysis, as well as give a prediction of how we think industry will develop in the coming years.

The full service carriers (FSCs) face the strongest threat of new entrants, mainly from Middle Eastern carriers taking a larger part of long haul routes between Asia and the US, as well as looking towards the intra-EU market. The threat of newly established airlines is present but not significant.

High-speed rail is the most eminent substitute, but primarily for short-haul routes up to 800km. With large expansion and increased speed through government subsidies, high-speed rail has already taken a toll on direct routes between larger cities in Central Europe. This threat is facing the low-cost carriers (LCCs) the strongest.

As customers have an increasing number of options to choose from when travelling in Europe, and air travel is getting increasingly common, prices are now the main factor for leisure customers when buying tickets. This means, intra-Europe air travel is to some degree becoming a commodity, meaning cost becomes an increasingly important competitive advantage, favouring, again, LCCs.

Suppliers such as aircraft manufacturers and airports are generally highly concentrated with high bargaining power against airlines, where the increased demand in recent years has led to a limited supply. Larger airlines that have previously taken advantage of their size when negotiating with these suppliers have lost some of their leverage. Labour unions are generally strong for both FSCs and LCCs and fuel prices also have generally the same impact.

Internally in the industry, the leading strategic group has traditionally been the FSC. There has however been a clear shift in the power balance between groups, where the LCCs have had tremendous growth and are now dominating more than 40% capacity in Europe, a number that is growing year-on-year, and
has doubled in ten years. In addition to having the highest passenger growth, this strategic group is also capitalizing on its low cost and is experiencing higher profit margins as a result. A strong focus among all airlines therefore on costs. This poses a challenge for FSCs, as severe cost cuttings usually involve taking away some goods and features from customers. From a customer perspective, the expectation of a FSC is different than of a LCC, making removal of features or goods even more difficult. LCCs however, having customers with lower expectations in combination with a fundamental focus on cost throughout the entire organization are adding services like business class tickets, while still keeping the higher margins.

The advantage then, seems to lie on the low cost airlines, but does this mean that there will be no place for traditional FSCs in the future? Not necessarily, the low cost model does not allow for connected flights, at least not at this point, and the hub-and-spoke system still plays an important role. Although the majority of traffic goes between directly connected airports, the market for connecting flights are still there, connecting smaller airports and connecting traffic for long-haul routes. Connected flights are more costly in terms of more complex baggage handling and dependence on several flights also makes it more vulnerable to delays.

To summarize the differences between these two strategic groups are decreasing and due to LCCs low cost structure and the commoditization of air travel their market share will continue to increase.

7.1 Forecast

Our findings are based on the analysis and how we believe the European airline industry will look like in 10-15 years. We believe several changes in strategic group structure will affect airlines and customers alike in the coming years.

Firstly, the differences have already become smaller, as discussed in section 6.2.5 Intensity of rivalry. This is a necessary step in cost reduction for FSCs struggling to make profits, but also a strategic step from fast growing LCCs to take a larger part of the profitable business market. Based on these findings and our analysis, we believe this trend will continue for several years, as both groups are facing fierce competition both internally, between groups, from entrants from other markets, from other modes of transportation, and from substitutes to travel.
Secondly, as discussed in section 6.1.5 Intensity of rivalry, Europe has lost 73 scheduled airlines between 2011 and 2015. By mid 2015, there were 168 scheduled airlines in Europe, 19 in the UK alone (Grant 2015). Compared to the fastest growing market in the world, China, there are only 29 scheduled airlines. US, the region most comparable to Europe, also has a much higher market concentration than Europe, and has enjoyed, although still low, higher margins than Europe the last decade. We believe, based on our research, that the number of airlines in Europe will continue to decline in the coming years. It is simply not viable for such a high number of competitors and very low margins to operate in a single European market. We may therefore also see more M&As as the larger airline corporations want to expand in order to get better strategic hubs or greater presence in areas where they do not operate yet. This prediction is based on industry reports stating the need for more consolidation in the industry as well as airline officials stating they want to grow beyond what is feasible organically, and several attempts by larger airlines to acquire smaller ones. Moreover, FSCs subsidiaries such as Eurowings will, among others, most likely service the European market, while Lufthansa will operate outside of Europe. A consolidation will be driven both by a combination of M&As and market exits.

Thirdly, another trend that will become more evident in the future is companies offering more complementary services. easyJet is fully utilising their connections with the “easy”-brand adding bundles and complementary services to their airline service. Hertz, the car rental company, is having a close cooperation with Ryanair and we have earlier been witness to SAS’ major stake in the hotel chain Radisson which formed a tight collaboration. These kind of collaborations will be further strengthen their relevance through the likes of loyalty programmes and, now recently, collaborations with financial services like VISA and MasterCard. Bundles and cooperation’s may also occur between LLCs and FSCs, at least in the short term. As it is a time and resource-consuming process to gain license to operate long-haul operations, especially transatlantic routes, LCCs like Ryanair and easyJet may seek to partner with some of their competitors of FSC in order to serve this market. Both Ryanair and easyJet are in talks with British Airways in terms of operating as a feeder-airline on specific long-haul distance e.g. Birmingham to Dublin on short-haul served by Ryanair and long-haul from Dublin to New York with Aer Lingus/British Airways.
Fourthly, we believe that future Business travellers will be more accustomed to flying with low cost carriers, but at the same time they will also have time-efficiency and effectiveness as their number one priority (IATA 2011), as discussed in 6.1.3 and 6.2.4 bargaining power of customers. Although, the paying company will have costs and security as their number one priority (Tinnus 2015). Furthermore, efficiency and productivity are two key factors, which will influence airports in Europe. Technological advances with abolishment of security control, customs and immigration will make the travelling more efficient and cost effective. These characteristics will also be key drivers for leisure passengers in addition to time savings. As prices become equivalent and reach a threshold throughout the intra-European market, European airlines are forced to put more focus on their customer service and marketing. As discussed in the analysis, recent initiatives from easyJet and Ryanair show increased focus on customer service, supporting the argument that LCCs will to a larger degree aim for the business market. It is furthermore believed that older travellers, the ones who are accustomed to travelling, will seek transportation modes with greater comfort and convenience.

Lastly, the European airline market becomes more consolidated and Middle Eastern carriers will increase their presence in the intra-European airline market. It is already evident of their presence in several of the major FSCs with passive shareholder stakes. The likes of Etihad Airways, Emirates Airways and Qatar Airways will be the most prominent ones. Their entry will cause major havoc and may squeeze profits from other FSCs, making it even more competitive. Based on our analysis of potential entrants in section 0, we will argue that this would also launch major expansion from LCCs such as easyJet and Ryanair, pressuring them voluntarily or involuntarily to diversify their operations. This would most likely mean low cost long-haul operations to North America.
## 8 Exhibits

**Exhibit 1: Summary Europe**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>World</th>
<th>Europe</th>
<th>Source</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Passengers carried</td>
<td>3.5 billion (+6.5%)</td>
<td>879 million (+4.4%)</td>
<td>ICAO for World Eurostat (EU27)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline Demand (RPK)</td>
<td>6608 billion (+6.7%)</td>
<td>5,80%</td>
<td>IATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline Capacity (ASK)</td>
<td>5,50%</td>
<td>3,90%</td>
<td>IATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Air Transport Airport Movements</td>
<td>55.5 million (+0.8%)</td>
<td>16.0 million (-1.5%)</td>
<td>ACI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cargo (Freight tonne kilometres)</td>
<td>-1.5%</td>
<td>-2.9%</td>
<td>IATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP growth</td>
<td>+3.2%</td>
<td>-0.3%</td>
<td>IMF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Airline net post-tax profits (% revenues)</td>
<td>33.0 (4.6%)</td>
<td>6.9 (3.5%)</td>
<td>IATA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Busiest Airport (Passengers)</td>
<td>Atlanta, U.S. (101.9 million)</td>
<td>Heathrow, UK (75.0 million)</td>
<td>Business Insider</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commercial Jet Aircraft Fleet</td>
<td>26.842</td>
<td>6.808</td>
<td>Flightglobal</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Exhibit 2: International EU routes and passengers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>International intra-EU routes</th>
<th>Extra-EU routes</th>
<th>EU passengers (millions)</th>
<th>Global passengers (millions)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1992</td>
<td>874</td>
<td>988</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>1145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993</td>
<td>940</td>
<td>1070</td>
<td>220</td>
<td>1142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1994</td>
<td>1020</td>
<td>1110</td>
<td>238</td>
<td>1233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1995</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>1180</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>1303</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1996</td>
<td>1240</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>1391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1997</td>
<td>1270</td>
<td>1340</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>1455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1998</td>
<td>1300</td>
<td>1370</td>
<td>307</td>
<td>1467</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1999</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>1590</td>
<td>332</td>
<td>1562</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1550</td>
<td>1610</td>
<td>359</td>
<td>1674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>1600</td>
<td>357</td>
<td>1655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td>1560</td>
<td>360</td>
<td>1627</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>1760</td>
<td>1530</td>
<td>394</td>
<td>1665</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1700</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>1889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2180</td>
<td>1800</td>
<td>454</td>
<td>1970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2300</td>
<td>1940</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>2073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>2670</td>
<td>2030</td>
<td>527</td>
<td>2209</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2860</td>
<td>2120</td>
<td>532</td>
<td>2208</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2900</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>522</td>
<td>2250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>3130</td>
<td>2350</td>
<td>544</td>
<td>2628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3140</td>
<td>2360</td>
<td>580</td>
<td>2787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>3270</td>
<td>2420</td>
<td>581</td>
<td>2894</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>3270</td>
<td>2520</td>
<td>585</td>
<td>3051</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>3360</td>
<td>2590</td>
<td>608</td>
<td>3214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2015</td>
<td>3522</td>
<td>2621</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: (Eurostat 2016)
### Exhibit 3: Operational margins for selected European airlines

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airline</th>
<th>2015</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ryanair</td>
<td>18.4%</td>
<td>13.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>easyJet</td>
<td>14.7%</td>
<td>12.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WizzAir</td>
<td>13.6%</td>
<td>10.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icelandair</td>
<td>11.9%</td>
<td>7.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>British Airways</td>
<td>11.2%</td>
<td>8.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkish Airlines</td>
<td>10.2%</td>
<td>7.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aegean</td>
<td>9.9%</td>
<td>11.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAS</td>
<td>5.6%</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lufthansa Group</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
<td>2.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finnair</td>
<td>5.1%</td>
<td>-3.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air France-KLM</td>
<td>4.5%</td>
<td>0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norwegian</td>
<td>1.5%</td>
<td>-7.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors own analysis based on respective annual reports
Exhibit 4: Narrowbody fleet orders by 2015

Source: (European Commission 2015)
Exhibit 5: Widebody fleets and orders by 2015

Source: (European Commission 2015)
### Exhibit 6: Cost per Average Seat Kilometre

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>FSCs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIR FRANCE - K.L.M</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.069</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRITISH AIRWAYS</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.133</td>
<td>0.131</td>
<td>0.119</td>
<td>0.123</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.122</td>
<td>0.122</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LUFTHANSA GROUP</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LCCs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORWEGIAN AIR</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.034</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.030</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
<td>0.035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYANAIR</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.059</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.060</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.066</td>
<td>0.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASYJET</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.051</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.200</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.202</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Authors own analysis based on respective annual reports
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Executive summary

The purpose of the preliminary thesis report is mainly to give an introduction of the topic as well as presenting what we aim to accomplish. The preliminary thesis also includes a progression plan for the following stages of the thesis. The topic of this thesis is the European airline industry and how its changes in structure influences performance of firms. By changes in industry structure we refer to mergers, acquisitions and membership changes in strategic alliances. By performance we refer to economic performance of individual firms. The airline industry has gone through large structural changes in this period due to deregulations and liberalizations, resulting in the emergence and growth of low cost carriers as well as a high level of consolidation in most regions. The industry is a highly competitive industry categorized by low margins, which we believe makes the correlation between industry structure and performance an interesting and relevant topic. Our research question will be the following:

“How does changes in industry structure influence overall firm performance in strategic groups? – A longitudinal study of the European airline industry”

To best answer this question, we will apply theory from Industrial Organization (IO), looking mainly at theory concerning industry structure, strategic groups, barriers to entry/mobility and M&A literature. We will conduct a longitudinal study with a quantitative approach, using secondary data from a period over 20 years. The data will be collected using various international databases.
1.0 Introduction

The earliest airline company can be traced back to the World War I to *Aircraft Transport and Travel*, and they introduced the first commercial route, London-Paris. It is also the forerunner to *British Airways* (IGrace's Guide 2016). Ever since, the European airline industry has only emerged with dozens of legacy/flag carriers like British Airways and Iberia (Now International Airline Group), Lufthansa, Air France and KLM (Now Air France-KLM). In recent years, especially after the deregulation of 1993-1997, several new entrants have entered the market with new business models like the one based on low-cost travel and taken an increasingly big slice of the pie (i.e. Ryanair, EasyJet, Norwegian).

As a consequence of the new regulations/deregulations several of the flag-carriers had to find new ways to compete with the low cost carriers (LCC). This has mainly resolved with flag-carriers who offers full-service flights have either created new products, restructured, streamlined their process or/and other in radical measures initiated cooperation like alliances and M&As. In the model below, a low cost carrier like EasyJet would typically apply this kind of business model, while Air France-KLM would usually apply the full-service carrier.
These two business models have been the most widely recognized ones. Reichmuth (2008) further explained additional business models known as *Holiday Carriers* (Charter airlines – *Ving*, *Apollo* and similar), *Regional Carriers* (Commuter airline which restrict their flights route to a limited area – *HOP!*, *Brit Air*, *Wideroe* and similar), *Freight Carriers* (Transportation of cargo – *Cargolux* and similar), *Integrators* (selling excess transportation capacity - *TNT*, *DHL*, and similar). It is also worth noting that traditional full-service carriers like British Airways, Lufthansa and Air France have diversified into cargo transportation and from a top management perspective developed a *hybrid* business model (Reichmuth 2008). With the aforementioned in mind, the consolidations and changes (regulations) have affected the industry, may be perceived as two competing interests. Consolidations have obviously given new conglomerates in the airline industry more power making it harder for new and existing firms, which are smaller, to enter the respective market. On the other hand, deregulations have made it easier for airlines to enter different segment of the airline industry market, making room for new business models hence new strategic groups. Earlier research in this topic, industry structure in the airline industry, have mainly focused on grouping airlines together based on their financial performance in terms of stocks, ROA and ROE, managerial decisions or in the US Airline industry (Ryans and Wittink 1985; Smith et al. 1991; Kling and Smith 1995; Kole and Lehn 1999). Based on the above, we believe that there is a gap in the literature which needs more attention and the link between strategic groups and its changes through M&As in the European airline industry, must be further investigated.

### 2.0 Research Statement

The aim of this study is to examine the changes in the industry and the changes on performance in European airlines and customer surplus, in terms of routes and fares. The aviation industry is a highly competitive industry, with huge scale advantages and large entry and exit barriers. It is therefore crucial to examine the structure in the industry, in order to explore the performance of the strategic group that they are members off. The study further wants to explore the underlying reason of why some airline companies have moved from being full-service carriers and into low-cost carriers, and to which degree the opposite occur. These
are some of the questions we want to elaborate on and see if they can be answered.

As a basis for our framework we will apply Bain’s Structure- Conduct- Performance paradigm (Bain 1968; Barney and Ouchi 1986) that will be explained more thoroughly in the literary review.

![Figure 1: SCD paradigm (Bain 1968)](image)

Our hypothesis suggests that the characterization of the industry, or more precisely specific section of the industry will affect firm’s decisions, which again will affect their economic performance, in terms of profitability. The independent variables studied will be related to the industry structure and the strategic groups in which the various firms can be categorized as being a member of. By looking at each merger, and comparing merging and non-merging firms we aim to get a better understanding of the structural change, or consolidation in the industry. Dependent variables are related to the firm’s strategic decisions influenced by the merger, and the economic performance after the merger.

**Independent variables:**
- Changes in structure
  - M&A within the industry

**Dependent variables:**
- Conduct / Strategic decisions
  - quality, price, capacity, advertising and similar
- Performance
  - Annual economic result

![Diagram](image)
2.1 Research Question

This leads us to our main research question, which is the following:

“How does changes in industry structure influence overall firm performance in strategic groups? – A longitudinal study of the European airline industry”

2.2 Objectives

In order to answer the research-question several sub-questions must be processed and answered. We have therefore outlined the intended process of study and identified three measurements that we believe will fully answer our research question. These steps can be referred to as the following:

Routes

- Compare the number of routes offered by a merged entity after a merger/acquisition compared to the routes offered by the two separate entities prior to the merger. Control for the average market increase or decrease in routes offered.

Prices

- Compare changes in prices offered by a merged entity after a merger/acquisition compared to the prices of the two separate entities prior to the merger. Control for the average change in prices in the market.

Performance

- Examine the profitability of a merged entity in the 5-8 years after a merger/acquisition compared to the profitability of the two separate entities prior to the merger. Control for total market performance and factors affecting firm performance not connected to the merger.

2.3 Contribution of Our Research

With this paper, we hope to contribute to a better understanding of IO and its concept of strategic groups interaction in a complex industry like the European airline industry. As aforementioned, through our research objective we will get a better understanding of the interlinks of the strategic groups in the airline industry.
3.0 Industry Overview

The aviation industry is a broad term, but it is mainly referred to as: *air passengers; air transport movements; and air cargo*. The aviation industry has throughout its history had its main objective to transport people and goods, in order to facilitate tourism, economic growth, international investment and therefore also stimulate globalization. Aviation connects the world! In terms of the airline industry, hence the air passengers, it has also helped governments, especially in developing countries, to realise the benefits of tourism to their national economics (Stanford 2016). Also, the segment of business passengers has also increased significantly as businesses have become more international as trade and business have become globalized. It is therefore a strong correlation between the world economic growth and growth in the airline industry.

Since the 1980s the industry has faced several major trends, although airline consolidation and establishment of low cost-carriers may have been the two most important ones, along the regulations/deregulations of the airline industry in Europe. This is a result mainly due to the market liberalisation of the intra-EU air services that came into force in the period of 1993 to 1997, allowing airlines to operate between any airport hub in the European Union (ELFAA 2004). The aftermath of the liberalisation led for instance to Ryanair’s entry into to the low cost segment, taking advantage of the new European regulatory environment. Furthermore, EasyJet and more recently Norwegian Air Shuttle have also applied similar business models successfully (Cool and Schendel 1987; Cool and Schendel 1988). In addition, flag carriers and legacy carriers have had to change their business model, enter into alliances or/and acquire or merge with other airlines. In recent years we have been witness to European M&As between British Airways and Iberia forming *International Airlines Group*, the Air France acquisition of KLM creating *Air France KLM* and Lufthansa with their acquisition of Austrian Airlines and Germanwings among others (Bonova, Koska and Specker 2009; British Airways 2011). The European airline industry have also been subject for several alliances whose purpose is to gather the synergies of cost reduction, more lean travels, lounges, customer programmes etc. Today there are 3 major alliances, *Skyteam, Star Alliance* and *OneWorld* creating alliances throughout all continents, carrying 665m; 641m; and 513m passengers annually, respectively (Skyteam 2016; Star Alliance 2015; OneWorld 2016).
As of 2013 it was reported by the Airports Council International (ACI) (2015) that over 6.3 billion passengers passed through its 1989 member airports, a year-on-year increase on 9.7% from 2012. Ranking the passenger throughput by continents, it is distributed with the following: Africa – 165.5m; Asia Pacific – 2060.1m; Europe – 1730.21m; Latin America – 501.2m; Middle East – 278.5m; and North America – 1570.m (Airport Council International 2015). As it is highly acknowledging that the major economies are still recovering, the air travel grew in 2013, especially in the second part of 2013 as the air transportation regained its traction.

Historically, based on data between 2000-2013 from ACI (2015), the North American market was by far the biggest market with a market share of 42% while Europe, Asia and the rest of the world commanded 29%, 19% and 10% respectively. However, today the Asian market have taken a large share of the total market share and has now a market share of 33% in 2013, with Europe and USA trailing behind with 27% and 25% respectively.

The key driver for growth in the industry in terms of air cargo, passenger travel and air traffic growth is namely the economical growth. This is further evident with the correlation between market share from the Asia and the general economic growth, and this is also similar with the other markets and its economical growth (Airport Council International 2015). It can therefore justify the growth or decline in the markets. Nevertheless, by placing this trend in a historical context it is easily spotted that external events like September 11th 2011, the SARS epidemic, the global economic crisis in 2008 and the “Arab Spring” have a huge impact on the industry. Contextual factors also play a major role in the stimulation of growth or decline in the industry, like airport congestion and capacity; stimulation from low cost carriers; market maturity; regulations and policies; and as well as pricing schemes and (Airport Council International 2015; Dron 2016). In the latter years European competition policies have mainly been the most important factor of the M&As and Alliances with Article 102 TFEU, which refers to avoiding cartels and price competition (Commission 2016). It is therefore very compelling to further investigate the strategic changes in the airline industry over the last 20 years in
order to examine if the M&As and Alliances have had a positive economic effect on the respective airlines.

4.0 Literature Review

4.1 Introduction to Industrial Organization

The field of industrial organization (IO) can be traced within microeconomics, along with Chamberlinian economics and Schumpeterian economics, all the way back to Adam Smith’s conceptual work “The Wealth of Nations” (1776). The initial theory of IO was defined by (Bain 1956, 1968) and Mason (1939) who grounded the model of competition in which the market structure determined the performance, hence the return of the firms (Barney and Ouchi 1986). Market structure refers to specific and stable characteristics that influence a firm’s conduct (Caves 1992). In addition, the concept of “barriers” was developed, which serves as the key attribute to the industry structure (Bain 1968, 1956) and (Mason 1939).

These characteristics of the “industry structure” include barriers to entry and exit, number and size of buyers and sellers, product differentiation and similar (Caves and Porter 1977). A firm’s perception of barriers to entry, hence the top managers perceptions, may also serve as a barrier to entry as it influence the strategic choice of entering or not (Caves 1992). Bain and Mason’s contribution of the relation between structural characteristics and industry, hence firm performance, have later been dubbed as the structure, conduct and performance paradigm (SCP) (Bain 1968; Barney and Ouchi 1986). The reasoning behind the SCP-paradigm is that industry structure determined the conduct in which the collective conduct determined the industry performance:

- **Structure**: In the latter years Caves and Porter (1977) and Porter (1980) have extended the concept of structure with the number and size of firms, product differentiation as well as the overall elasticity of demand. Therefore, with these characteristics present industries are symptomatically created by firms with higher and better performance than other firms in industries without these attributes (Porter 1981; Barney and Ouchi 1986)
- **Conduct**: This refers to the key decision the firms take, such as quality, price, capacity, advertising and similar (Porter 1981).
• **Performance**: This is broadly defined as the profitability, cost minimization or/and innovativeness (Porter 1981).

Interestingly, IO was initially developed as a framework to aid the government and policy makers to formulate economic policy, as they could determine which industries that would have a performance higher and better than the socially and competitive level (Hirshleifer 1984). With this understanding the industry and its structure, the policy makers had to establish regulations/deregulations for the industries in order to create socially optimal levels of competition (Barney and Ouchi 1986). Although, the model was created with the best intention of increasing the welfare and stimulate competition, it has been turned upside down and strategy and finance theorists rather use this model to locate industries where the investment has a higher return than normal (Porter 1980; Barney and Ouchi 1986).

IO and in particular the SCP-paradigm have also gained some critics. As explained, the industry structure is the major determinant for firm performance, and this therefore suggest a minimal influence on firm performance (Hoskisson and Hitt 1990). Firms would instead of diversify excess resources rather lease them. Consequently, Penrose (1959) has on the other hand suggested that limited diversification, hence in the IO/Strategic group view, would yield economies of scope and lower cost – more value/better firm performance. It is further argued that these excess resources are used to additional specialization on particular products and that the resources may not be used for other value creating activities (Hoskisson and Hitt 1990).

**4.2 Barriers to Entry**

Narrowing in further, one of the key concepts of IOs as aforementioned is the barriers to entry. Bain (1956) first defined “barriers to entry” as anything that allows incumbent firms to earn supernormal profits without threat of entry. These can be both barriers associated with the respective industry, like high capital outputs, economies of scale and government regulations, and also barriers created and managed by the incumbent firms operating in the industry to keep entrants out, like vertical integration, advertisement, predatory pricing and customer loyalty.
Although, the concept of industrial organization in strategic management is highly respected and acknowledged it has received critics for its treatment of entry barriers. For instance Geroski (1995) finds evidence that, the common notion of barriers to entry due to price, is misunderstood and that incumbents do not usually use price to block entry. As the framework of entry barriers are dependent on the limit price theorem, it is a major flaw in the IO framework and therefore also the barriers to entry (Caves and Porter 1977).

It is also argued that since firms in the same industry are operating under strategic homogeneity, meaning that the products are similar but not perfect substitutes, phenomenon like diversification would be limited (Hoskisson and Hitt 1990). This due to the narrow leeway to act by the firms.

4.3 Barriers to Mobility

Entrants as defined by Bain (1956) were limited to firms going from zero output to positive output. Caves and Porter (1977) suggested that also going/incumbent firms experience certain barriers when moving to another group within an industry or between industries. They introduced the term mobility barriers, including entry barriers, exit barriers and barriers between groups. Going firms are likely to have more resources than new entrants, giving them a financial advantage over firms going from zero output. However, there are numerous factors to be considered before entering a strategic group. Caves and Porter lists six elements to be considered by an entrant when making the investment decision: (1) the rents presently earned by the market's occupants; (2) the static or structural entry barriers identified by Bain; (3) the incumbents' expected reactions to entry; (4) other members of the queue of potential entrants, and their likely behaviour; (5) any relevant resources already in the hands of the entrant; and (6) the irreversible costs of gathering information and making the decision.

4.4 Strategic Groups

Within an industry certain firms will have more common characteristics than others, often characteristics of strategy and resources (Hatten and Hatten 1987). These can be categorized into strategic groups (Hunt 1972; Porter 1979). Although no formal definition of “strategic groups” has been commonly accepted, the term is used on a group of firms within the same industry making similar
decisions in key areas (Porter 1980, 129) or firms within the same industry following the same strategy and with similar resources, hence same business model (Hatten and Hatten 1987). In addition to the structural barriers (Bain 1956) associated with the industry and industry segment he refers to static barriers created by the firms in the group to protect their interests against entrants. Porter links structure within industry to firm performance. Since then a wide body of research has been conducted on strategic groups, and research shows controversies about whether strategic groups exist at all, and whether firm performance depends upon strategic group membership (Barney and Hoskisson 1990). Also other studies have raised criticism against the lack of empirical evidence. One perspective proposes that a strategic group exists if the performance of a firm in the group is a function of group characteristics (Dranove, Peteraf and Shanley 1998). So while firms with similar strategy and resources can manage barriers as a managerial tool to protect their competitive position against entrants, the identification of strategic groups can also be an analytical tool.

Porter identified three “generic” competitive strategies, namely cost leadership, differentiation and focus, namely:

- Companies pursuing a *Cost leadership* strategy seek to outperform competitors by producing goods or services at a lower cost, by offering in some cases just the core product, to be able to out price competitors with a higher cost structure. This may be associated with the aforementioned limit price-theorem. In the airline industry we have seen the emergence of a new group in the recent decade as a result of the deregulation and liberalization of the industry. Starting with Southwest Airlines in the US, several low cost carriers (LCCs) have popped up also in Europe and with a rapid market share expansion this strategic group exceeded legacy carriers for the first time in 2012 in terms of per cent of seats available (Coface Group Economists in Paris 2014). Low cost carriers are airlines pursuing a cost leadership strategy, typically charging extra for most services.

- A *differentiation* strategy involves providing services that are perceived by customers as being unique, and that they are willing to pay extra for. This creates more loyal customers compared to a cost leadership strategy, because their purchase decision is based on quality rather than price. In the airline industry, this segment is best showing in the business and first class
segments, where legacy carriers are making large efforts to be perceived as being the most luxurious airline. In recent years, Middle Eastern airlines like Qatar Airways and Etihad has been dominating the election for the world’s best airlines, due to a ruthless focus on quality and high service, with government funding backing them up.

- Companies pursuing a focus strategy aim for a certain customer segment, price segment or geographical segment, tailoring their products to their special needs. This strategy can be both pursuing low cost or differentiation, gaining competitive advantage by specialization. The main difference is that while a cost or differentiation strategy targets the whole industry, a focus strategy targets a particular segment. Ryanair is an example of an airline focusing only on a low cost strategy, stripping all but the core product.

Moreover, in combination of the term “strategic group” as they are coined with this term by which they are observed, meaning that it is up to one’s perception of what a strategic group is (McGee and Thomas 1986). Porter has for instance suggested that the relative firm size may be used as proxy for its strategic group membership, which has also gained support from Caves and Pugel (1980). It has also been have argued that by focusing on 2 principal areas, like manufacturing and marketing, it is possible to create a model that can be used in a cluster-programme and determine a strategic group by its distance (Hatten and Hatten 1987; Hatten, Schendel and Cooper 1978). Oster (1982) used a similar strategy by using one key element from the firm’s conduct, namely the product strategy. Thereafter, he studied the persistent differences across firms of its advertising strategy, and assign the respective firm in its membership group after if the sales ratio (1) under or over the industry average and (2) if it was in the bottom or top of the industry for the year that she examined. It is also worth noting that finance scholars have used finance theory and capital asset pricing model (CAPM) in order to develop a framework for strategic groups (Ryans and Wittink 1985). They argue that if the stock prices of two or more firms tend to move towards each other, they belong to the same strategic group.

However, this definition of strategic group has received some criticism by for instant McGee and Thomas (1986). They believe that it is one-dimensional as Porter concept is examined from the supply side. It is further argued that
generalizability of entry barriers into mobility barriers and it further encompasses motives for the phenomenon of diversification (McGee and Thomas 1986). Another implication is the entry of new firms into a given industry. Instead of entry barriers, new firms will instead examine where the mobility barriers are the lowest and move directly into the strategic group. This is done through a sequence of initial moves in which the new entrant wants to minimize costs and risks (McGee and Thomas 1986).

Another implications of Bainian theory of entry barriers that McGee and Thomas (1986)suggest, is in fact the narrowness of the their in which Bain neglects vertical integration, cross-entry and take-overs/M&As.

In conclusion of barriers and strategic groups, it suggests that that the group model is a supply-side concept as it defines the structures within an industry while in reality it is the conduct that is the core of this group concept (McGee and Thomas 1986). The mobility barriers are perceived on the other hand to be sources of isolation mechanisms which surrounds and protects the strategic barriers (McGee and Thomas 1986).

**4.5 Mergers and Acquisitions**

The airline industry has a history of consolidation, both in form of M&As and growing strategic alliances. From the commercial airline industry started in the 1930s and until the late 50s, the aviation industry has developed in technology, size and cost to become a popular transport service. However, high regulative barriers prevented potential competition, dampened incentives for efficient airline operations, resulting in poor quality of service, high costs and fares, and a worsened financial situation. This capital-intensive industry was characterized by relatively low entry barriers compared to the high exit barriers, causing firms to operate under low profitability or even deficit.

In the 70s a number of deregulation acts around the world were posed, with the purpose to remove government control over fares, routes and market entry of new airlines from commercial aviation. This lowered the barriers to entry, attracting a high number of new players. Between 1978 and 86 more than 200 new airlines were created, of which 160 were merged or closed in the same time. This
consolidation has resulted in price wars and a downward pressure on fares, causing a slow decline in fares since. The service level, security and load factor has increased. We have also seen a number of other effects, like the hub and spoke system and the emergence of low cost carriers (LCCs), strategic alliances and open skies agreements. Mergers are also considered to be a response of these deregulations (Kumar 2012). As mentioned, there is a strong correlation between the world economic growth and growth in the aviation industry. This correlation, combined with the low margins in the industry, of 2-3% in good years, makes this an industry that is highly sensitive to periods of decline in the global economy, like recessions.

This high level of consolidation has continued, and due to the characteristics of the industry, we still today see a number of large mergers both in Europe and other continents. One of the strategic motives behind a merger is to gain market power over a hub airport that could become a profit driver (Kumar 2012). A strategic motive for a global M&As is to combine global routes with a domestic route network to create a global hub and spoke system. This consolidation has received some criticism, where the main hub airports are dominated by large airlines controlling in-hub pricing through frequent flier programs etc. Few of the newcomers still exist. Some research also argues that further consolidation in the European market could trigger a reduction in available routes and raised prices, reducing customer surplus(Coface Group Economists in Paris 2014), while the European Commission is in favour of more liberalization as a basis for developing international aviation relations.

5.0 Methodology

5.1 Research Design

Qualitative research has in the recent years gained more traction in the field of human science, as it can get behind the numbers and examine the causes (Bryman and Bell 2011). Quantitative method, not surprisingly, emphasizes the quantification of data in its analysis and collection. In addition, the quantitative method further examines the relationship between research and theory through its deductive approach (Ghauri and Grønhaug 2010; Bryman and Bell 2011).

We will therefore conduct a quantitative approach for our study. We believe that a quantitative approach will be beneficial as we will examine the relation between the variables in regards of the airline industry in Europe (Saunders, Lewis and
We will therefore identify the relevant actors, which are major airlines who have been faced with strategic changes like M&As,

With these respective airlines in Europe in our sample, we will examine their financial performance, hence its profit, costs, revenue and similar, in order to examine the strategic changes on the firm performance through relevant variables.

In order to answer our research question, we will conduct a longitudinal research on our quantitative approach, as this will give us the capacity to analyse the strategic changes and development over a time period of 20 years. It will also give us the advantage of somewhat control in which we can decide which variables to be studied or not (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012, 190-191).

### 5.2 Statistical Models

The models that will be used are mainly based on those in multivariate statistics. As we will conduct a quantitative analysis with the dataset gathered to test our hypotheses. We will therefore build a regression model that fulfil the suggested approach of Suhr (2006) and from there conduct a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA). The CFA is a toll that will help us analyse the relationship between the respective variables and their underlying latent construct as suggested by Suhr (2006) in order to test our hypotheses. We will also use a structural equation model in order to examine any unobserved construct (Bartholomew et al. 2008; Ghauri and Grønhaug 2010) in order for the data and the results from the respective models to be valid and reliable. This refers to whether you have collected data and analysed it in a coherent manner so on another occasion it will still be consistent (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012, 192). Validity, on the other hand, discusses whether our research in truly measure what we intend to measure. These are two key elements that we must keep in mind at all times throughout our research.

### 5.3 Secondary Data

We will use secondary data conducted and published both from internal and external sources, hence the airlines themselves or/and public data collected either by authorities or industry association, in addition to databases like Zephyr and Thomson One. Examples of this kind of data are revenue, profit, employees,
flights, passengers per year and similar. There are several benefits of using secondary data sources especially in combination of a longitudinal study. First and foremost, it is the cost of time in terms of analysing large datasets especially with the aim to examine developments of wide time horizons. Also, permanence of data will be open for public scrutiny meaning that it is easy to trace the source as well as serendipitous discovery of unforeseen discoveries (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012, 318).

On the other hand, the pitfalls and disadvantages of using secondary data are mainly linked to the dataset, as it is most likely not intended for the purpose of our need. In addition, as we have already experienced, some of the datasets that we have located are very costly ($1400) and also hard to access. Last, but not least it is crucial to be aware of the quality of the secondary research as well as the complexity.

5.4 Research Approach

1. Get familiarized with the airline industry in Europe
   a. Get a comprehensive overview over the European airline industry

2. Develop a framework of relevant actors
   b. Establish a framework/guidelines of which airlines to include in our study

3. Uncover any similarities in their business model and strategies
   c. Examine each and every relevant airline and their business model and strategy in order to group them. Coding and re-coding is therefore essential at this stage.

4. Locate relevant data
   d. Locate and gather appropriate data from both external and internal secondary sources in the relevant time period.

5. Examine and build statistical model
   e. Examine the relevant data that we have gathered and build a model for the purpose of testing the respective hypothesis.

6. Test hypotheses
   a. Test our hypotheses in the model

7. Examine the result
   a. Examine the results from the model and draw conclusions
b. Draw conclusion of the result and present drawbacks and limitations

6.0 Limitations

One of the major limitations of this research and study is the generalizability. How will our potential findings of strategic groups and M&As in the airline industry be transferable to other industries, especially due to its complexity? As for now we have very limited knowledge of the airline industry and its complexity. There are dozens of major actors spanning from labour organizations in both European and NON-European countries to manufacturers like Boing and Airbus who all have competing interest. It is a very complex industry. In order to deal with this complexity, we will focus on the key actors who fulfil our guidelines of strategic group.

We are also aware of the potential variation and misconceptions we will get from our results through the hypotheses, and any conclusions and findings must be presented with caution.

Last but not least, a potential challenge is the validity and reliability of our data. As described above, we will conduct analysis with secondary data. We will most likely not find all the data from the same source, and we must therefore apply any model on the data with caution. In addition, the secondary data may also cause measurement bias in terms of both intentional or deliberate distortion of data, as well as changes in the way data were collected (Saunders, Lewis and Thornhill 2012, 322,329).

7.0 Thesis Progression

| January | • Hand in the preliminary master thesis before 15th of January |
|         | • Acquire a comprehensive overview of the players in the European airline industry |
|         | • Locate the relevant datasets and databases |
|         | • Clarify the research question |
February
- Initiate the writing of theoretical framework
- Collect the secondary data
- Evaluation of the thesis process so far - end of February

March
- Continue with the theoretical framework
- Start analysing the data
- Evaluation of the thesis process so far - end of March

April
- Finalize the theoretical framework - start of April
- Finalize the analysis of the data and systemize our findings
- Write thesis
- Evaluation of the thesis process so far - end of April

May
- Discuss our findings
- Write thesis
- Finish draft
- Evaluation of the draft and the thesis process - end of May

June
- Start of June: hand in 1st draft for revision
- End of June: Revision and corrections
- Evaluation of the final master thesis

July
- July 1st hand in final thesis
- July may also be used for time extension for the thesis

August
- August may also be used for time extension for the thesis

September
- September 1st: final deadline of the submission of the thesis.
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